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INSIDE:
Market House Theatre
will present a one-act
comedy by Murray
playwright Bob Valentine Friday night. Page
5

Sheriffs fees
for collections
ruled excessive
hams said earlier that the 4 percent
charge was less than actual collection costs.
The lawsuit follows an attempt
by Williams to collect the same 4
percent of taxes even after the taxes more than doubled under the
Kentucky Education Reform Act in
1990.
During the 1989-90 fiscal year,
before KERA, Williams charged
the district $21,286. That figure
jumped to $43,870 the next year
when school taxes jumped 56 percent due to the reforms. The
department also maintains that they
undercharged the district that year
by $8,545, meaning a total charge
of S53,415 in 1990-91.
"When (Williams) first took
office years ago I asked him for a
new system for determining
expenses," Rose said. "When
KERA came along, they really
tried to give us the shaft."
The department, which collects
eight significant taxes, should
charge no more than one eighth or
12.5 percent of the total tax collecLion expenses incurred yearly
because "it costs no more to collect
$I than it does to collect $1,000,"
iccording to Paxton.
It's now up to the courts to
decide just how those "actual and
reasonable costs" should be determined, according to Rose's attor-

By MARK COOPER

SPORTS:
John Allen scored 24
points, including 10
during an early secondhalf run as Eastern
Kentucky beat Morehead State in their
OVC opener at Richmond. Page 8

THURSDAY
January 9
WORLD
TOKYO — President Bush secured a loose agreement from
Japanese officials today for
more U.S. auto purchases, but
American auto executives
traveling with him didn't conceal their disappointment. Page 2

STATE
FRANKFORT — A traditional
road block to abortion legislation in the Kentucky House may
not be a factor in the 1992 General Assembly. Page 2

Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

A circuit court judge has agreed
with Calloway County Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose, ruling that the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department charges excessive fees for
collecting the county school tax.
The ruling, issued Monday by
Caldwell County Circuit Judge
Willard B. Paxton, stems from a
lawsuit against the department
brought Dec. 27, 1990 by Rose
which claims the department's
unfair collection fees pulls money
away from education and therefore
violates state constitution.
The ruling orders Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams to
base his fees on the "actual and
reasonable cost of collection"
instead of charging a revenue percentage which allowed him by law
to demand 4 percent of the collected tax.
By charging a 4 percent fee
based on revenue, the department
created "an artificially high figure
for the... cost of collection of
school taxes," according to Paxton.
Paxton also ordered Williams to
turn over all collected school tax to
the district before taking out his
collection fee.
Williams, who is scheduled to
make a tax payment to the district
Friday, said he has not seen the rul2)
ing and declined comment. Wil- (Cont'd on page

Christmas chopping season
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Murray-Calloway County Park workers chip away at the last of the Christmas season leftovers Tuesday
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Low rates worry investors

SPORTS
TUSCALOOSA, Alabama —
The 13th ranked Arkansas
Razorbacks fell to No. 16 Alabama 65-63 in their first SEC
road game. Page 8

BUSINESS

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Wrlt•t

While the recent trend of declining interest rates has been a blessing for those wishing to borrow
money, it has caused investors to
become increasingly concerned.
Dave Hornback, vice-president
and cashier at the Bank of Murray,
said those on a fixed income have
been affected the most by the rate
decline.
"Anytime you have low interest
rates on any type of investments,
the people that are affected first
and foremost are those that have a
limited amount of investments and
are primarily on a fixed income.
Those who have a large amount of
savings may choose to diversify
them into stocks, mutual funds or
annuities. Those are not nearly as
adversely affected," Hornback said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Prices
paid by wholesalers fell in December and for all of 1991, the first
annual decline in five years, the
government said today, reporting
on one of the few bright spots in an
otherwise dim performance by the
economy.
The Labor Department said its
Producer Price Index, which measures prices charged by factories,
farms and other producers, dropped
0.2 percent in December, bringing
wholesale inflation for the year to
minus 0.1 percent.

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low 25
to 30. West wind around 10
mph. Friday: Partly sunny and
cool. High near 40.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.2, -0.2; below 315.7, -0.6
BARKLEY LAKE
354.2, -0.3; below 318.8, -0.6
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copy of the Murray Ledger &
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p.m. Saturday.
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a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
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He said the people helped the
most by the decline are those
attempting to purchase large consumer items or homes. He also said
they are seeing an increase in persons asking about refinancing their
home mortgages.
"Those who have purchased a
home within the last six or seven
years (should examine refinancing).
During that time we still had
double-digit interest. Now if they
would look at refinancing their
loans, they could have a substantial
savings on mortgage payments,"
Hornback said.
Frank Doran, executive vicepresident at Peoples Bank of Murray, said although the lower rates
on certificates of deposit (CDs) are
affecting the purchasing patterns of
CD holders, most are staying with
their investment.
"People still like the security of

the FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.). Most believe this
won't last forever and that the rate
will get higher," Doran said.
He said Peoples Bank was paying 6.60 percent on a six-month
CD at the beginning of 1991. By
June 4, the rate was down to 6.10
percent and had declined to 4.35
percent by year's end.
"Another option people have is
to buy 18, 24 or 30-month CDs and
bet their rate will go up. You're
predicting interest rates for the
term you buy and it's hard to
guess," Doran said.
Eric. L. Penniston, an investment
representative with Edward D.
Jones and Co. in Murray, said the
interest rate decline has definitely
had an effect on 'his clients.
"People are experiencing rate

Mixed economic signals
may lead to lower rates

WASHINGTON — Labor Secretary Lynn Martin threatened
Wednesday to completely strip
North Carolina of its workers
safety enforcement powers if it
fails to correct deficiencies.
Page 2
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Craig Mathis (right), president of Journal Communications, and
Anne Adams, executive director of the Murray Tourism Commission
review last year's edition of the "Murray Visitors Guide."

Tourism Commission
working on new guide
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writs,

The Murray Tourism Commission is sticking to the same successful approach used in past years
as they begin to prepare their 1992
"Visitors' Guide."
Anne Adams, executive director
of the Murray Tourism Commission, said copies of the guide will
be distributed throughout the region at welcome centers and all
major area attractions.
Copies are also available
throughout the community at
motels and at all businesses who
advertise in the guide. Distribution
will begin March 1. The guide will
he prepared by Journal Communi-
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cations, producer of the project
since 1990.
"This is the official piece of the
Tourism Commission and is used
to promote vacations, retirement
and relocation in the area." Adams
said.
The guide is also available to
individuals planning to move into
the area who want more information about the community.
"What we do is highlight all the
things to see and do in the community. We want visitors to know
where they can stay and eat and
what services are available."
Adams said.
(Cont'd on page 2)

That was a substantial improvement over 1990's 5.7 percent
increase and the first desline in
wholesale prices since they fell 2.3
percent in 1986.
A good portion of the moderation has come from a big swing in
energy prices. They were driven up
nearly 30 percent in 1990 by the
threat of the Persian Gulf War,
then fell 9.6 percent in 1991 after it
became clear Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait would not seriously disrupt
the world oil supply.
But even factoring that out, price
increases are moderating. Excluding the volatile food and energy
sectors, producer prices rose 3 1
percent in 1991 compared with 3.5
percent in 1990.
"I think we're doing quite well

on inflation," said economist
Bruce Steinberg of Merrill Lynch
in New York. If you strip away
the energy effects, we're still doing
pretty good. All of this is a reaction, primarily, to the recession."
December's 0.2 percent decline
in the overall index, which followed increases of 0.2 percent in
November and 0.7 percent in
October, was even better than anticipated. Most economists were
looking for the index to remain
flat.
In a separate report, the Labor
Department said new claims for
unemployment insurance jumped
by 22,000 to a seasonally adjusted
458,000 during the week ended
Dee. 28. The increase came even
though state unemploynient insurance offices were closed on Christmas, leaving laid-off workers fewer
days to file for benefits.
Analysts caution against reading
too much into any one week's
report on jobless claims, but they
note that that level has been bouncing around for weeks at a recessionary level between 400,000 and
500,000.
The combination of good inflation news and bad news for economic growth raises the possibility
of another interest rate cut by the
Federal Reserve Board to stimulate
the economy.

(Cont'd on page 2)

Calloway County
qualifies for lowinterest disaster
loans from FHA

WASHINGTON (AP) —Federal disaster designations have
been granted for 108 Kentucky
counties due to severe weather
conditions throughout 1991,
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell said
Wednesday.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture designation makes
family-sized farm Operators in
affected counties eligible for
low -interest emergency loans
from the Farmers Home
Administration.
Counties designated as primary disaster areas are: Adair,
Allen, Ballard, Barren, Bourbon,
Breckinridge, Butler, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Casey
Christian, Clinton, Crittenden.
Cumberland, Daviess, Exlmonson, Fleming, Franklin, Fulton
Graves, Grayson, Green, Hancock, Hardin, Harrison, Hart,
Henderson, Henry, Hickman.
Hopkins, Jackson, Jefferson.
Johnson, LaRue, Laurel,
Lawrence, Lincoln, Livingston,
Logan, Lyon, McCracken,
McCreary, McLean, Marion,
Marshall, Mason, Meade, Metcalfe, Monroe, Muhlenberg,
Nelson, Ohio, Oldham, Pulaski,
Robertson, Rockcastle, Russell,
Scott, Shelby, Simpson,
Spencer, Taylor, Todd, Tr e e
Union, Warren, Washington,
Wayne, Webster and Woodford.
Adjoining counties that will
also receive assistance are:
Anderson, Bath, Boyd, Boyle,
of former Soviet forces in the
Ukraine has intensified after memBracken, Bullitt, Carroll, Carter,
bers of the new commonwealth that
Clark, Clay, Elliott, Estill, Fayreplaced the Soviet Union decided
ette, Fleming, Floyd, Franklin,
Dec. 30 to allow its members of
Garrard, Grant, Jackson. Jessaform their own armies.
mine, Knox, Laurel, Lee, Lewis,
Ukraine has claimed control of
Lincoln, Madison, Magoffin,
the Black Sea Fleet and its presiMartin, Mason, McCreary, Merdent, Leonid Kravchuk, has
cer, Montgomery, Morgan.
ordered all troops on the republic's
Nicholas, Owen, Owsley, Pendterritory but those with strategic
leton, Pulaski, Trimble, Whitley
nuclear forces to swear allegiance
and Woodford.
to Ukraine or leave.

N\`

Russia, Ukraine battle for
control of 300,000 troops
MOSCOW (AP) — Russia and
Ukraine were caught in a tug-ofwar over the military today after
Ukraine officials seized control of
an army communications facility
that links 300,000 troops to the
central command in Moscow.
The move even cut central military authorities off from troops in
charge of short-range nuclear weapons in Ukraine, a newspaper
reported today.
The political battle over control

,
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Poll: Kentuckians agree with right to choose
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
traditional roadblock to abortion
legislation in the Kentucky House
may not be a factor during the
1992 General Assembly.
House Speaker Don Blindford,
D-Philpot, said - some abortion related legislation could be
assigned to the Judiciary Committee rather than the Health and Welfare Committee. The difference
would be substantial.
Health and Welfare has killed
some legislation that would have
tightened abortion rules and its
chairman, Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville, has often been at odds
with right-to-life groups.
But the Judiciary Committee
chairman, Rep. Louis Johnson, DOwensboro, is a staunch antiabortion advocate.
"If they're judicial matters,
they're going to judiciary," Blandford said Wednesday. "If they're
health issues, they're going to
health and welfare. I'm going to
play straight up."
The Pro-Choice Coalition of
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Kentucky on Wednesday released
results of a survey it said showed
Kentuckians believe individuals
should be able to make abortion
decisions without government
involvement.
The survey asked people whether
government should be allowed to
regulate abortions or not be
involved. The results showed that
66.3 percent said government
should not be involved and 25.4
percent said government should be
allowed to regulate abortions.
The survey also said 56.5 per.
cent of the individuals polled
oppose any amendment to the Kentucky Constitution that would make
abortion illegal. A third of those
surveyed said they would favor
such an amendment_
Respondents were also asked if a
position on abortion would influence their votes for legislative candidates. Nearly 60 percent of those
answering said they would vote for
a candidate who would not prohibit
abortion; 30.2 percent said they
would vote for a candidate who

favored abortion prohibition.
Rep. Jim Callahan, D-Southgate,
said he did not believe the results
of the survey and said he was confident public opinion went the
other way in his northern Kentucky
home.
Elizabeth Strom, president of the
Pro-Choice Coalition of Kentucky
Inc., said the survey demonstrated
that Kentuckians don't want the
General Assembly dabbling in
abortion issues.
"Kentuckians have confirmed
that reproductive decisions are not
the business of government,"
Strom said during a news
conference.
Several events are planned to
make that point during the current
legislative session, including a rally with television personality
Michele Green on Jan. 16 in
Frankfort.
Callahan said he expects the
legislature to enact a parental consent law for minors seeking abortions to replace the one discarded
by the courts.

Callahan said he also expects al(
legislature to pass other laws to
restrict abortions.
"I would think we'll want to go
as far as the courts will allow,"
Callahan said.
Gov. Brereton Jones said he
favors a parental consent law.
The survey results on abortion
contained an even stronger prochoice message than in the fall of
1989, when a similar question produced 59.8 percent opposition to
government regulation of abortion,
Strom said.
The survey was conducted by the
UK Survey Research Center from
Nov. 19 to Dec. 5. A random telephone survey of at least 625 people
was conducted. The margin for
error was plus or minus 4 percentage points, meaning that the
results should differ by no more
than 4 percent from the results that
would be obtained if every adult in
Kentucky was interviewed.
The abortion questions for the
survey were included at the request
of the coalition

BUSH CALLS ASIAN TRIP A SUCCESS

TOKYO— President Bush secured a loose agreement from Japanese el
cials today for more U S. auto purchases, but American autornakers travel
ing with him didn't conceal their disappointment. After four days of talks.
Bush and his summit partner, Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa, reaffirmed the
importance of their alliance. But the visit was dominated by efforts to diffuse .
trade frictions that have called the relationship into question. "No doubt we
have much more work to do," Bush said as he neared the end of a fournation trip through Asia. "In conclusion, this visit has been a success" that
has "advanced our goal of leveling the playing field." Wrapping up a four day state visit to Japan and a rigorous 12-day tour of Pacific nations, Bush
said the consensus would produce more jobs in the United States — the
stated goal of his mission.
eA tired and weakened Bush said, "I feel pretty good" as he recovered from
a bout with stomach flu and prepared to wrap up his visit to Japan, last stop
on a long and grueling Pacific tour. In his first public appearance since
being stricken, Bush said he was "close to back to normal — not as strong
as I'd like to be." He said he had been hit with "a 24-hour bug." "I feel
pretty good," Bush said. "It's just one of those bounces that come along."

WILDER WITHDRAWS

the
WASHINGTON — Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder dropped out of
cast,
Democratic presidential campaign before the first primary votes were the
for
arid the five remaining contenders immediately began competing short
black voters who had figured to form the core of his support Wilder,
governon funds and lagging in the polls, said the "rigors of running a state
preshis
over
ce
preceden
took
a
recession
of
effects
the
suffering
ment"
jockeythe
than
l
withdrawa
his
uttered
he
had
sooner
idential ambitions No
ing began Jesse Jackson, who ran in 1984 and 1988, said Wilder's deparenter
ture "leaves a void we must now address." But he said he wouldn't
the campaign

ALLEGED ATTACK
CUBA CAPTURES THREE IN
reportedly arrested in Cuba appe-

'New' planets discovered in Milky Way galaxy

-

a

NEW YGRK (AP) — At least
two planets more masspve than
Earth appear to be orbiting a dense
star in the Milky Way galaxy, scientists said today. If confirmed, the
planets would be the first known
outside the solar system.
Several prior studies had claimed
to find such planets, but some of
those studies have been refuted and
none are widely accepted.
David Black, director of the

Lunar and Planetary Institute in
Houston, called the new report,
published in today's issue of the
Journal Nature, the strongest evidence so far of a planet-like system
outside the solar system.
"It's a credible story they're
telling. Time will tell if it holds
up," he said.
The new study was presented by
Alexander Wolszczan (pronounced
VOLE-shtchon), a senior research

associate with the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center at the
Arecibo Observatory in Puerto
Rico, and Dale A. Frail at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Socorro, N.M.
They concluded that at least two
planets were orbiting a pulsar, an
extremely dense star, that lies
about 1,300 light-years from Earth
in the direction of the constellation
Virgo. A light-year is the distance

light travels in one year, or about
5.9 trillion miles.
The planets may have a density
and composition like Earth's,
although there is little evidence on
that point. Wolszczan said.
But "life as we know it most
certainly does not exist" on them
because the pulsar bombards them
with "a really vicious mix of gamma rays and X-rays" and particles
moving near the speed of light.

Low rates worry investors...
risk o: :1,.,:uation associated with
(Con!'d from page 1)
shock because a lot- of people's long-term bonds." Penniston said.
He said many investors are
investment income has been cut 40
investing
they're
to government-regulated
If
attracted
to 50 percent.
in CDs, their income has dropped _utilities where an investor buys
that amount within the last 12 to 18 stock or shares of a particular
months. I'm recommending company.
"We look for growth of
intermediate-term bonds that
mature in eight to 15 years. We're dividends and growth of principle.
able to get about 90 percent of the You're not restricted on how long
yield of a long-term bond by buy- you have to keep them," Penniston
ing Intermediate bonds and you said.
He said intermediate-term bonds
aren't subjecting yourself to the
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(Conrd from page 1)
ney Rick Jones.
The actual costs of collecting the
taxes should fall somewhere below
$103,000 based on an audit conducted by an independent CPA
hired by the district, Jones said.
Based on that number, Williams
fee for collecting the school tax
would be S12,875.
In addition to asking the courts
to determine a cost formula, Jones
said he will ask the courts to order
the department to return thousands

Large Capacity
REFRIGERATOR

of dollars in excess fees paid by
the district since Williams took
office in 1986.
Approximately 70 percent of the
1991-92 taxes have been paid to
the district this year and Williams
has already kept $39,304 in fees,
Rose said.
If, under the ruling, Williams
pays the remaining tax payments in
full, no further collection fees will
be returned to him because the district has already been overcharged.
Jones said
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'4.99
COUNTRY FRIED STEM(
with
covered
and
brown
golden
Tender breaded steak fried to a
gravy
milk
country
'5.49
CATFISH
brown
golden
fried
and
Pond raised catfish fillets breaded
'4.99
MEATLOAF
Two generous Slices ...just like Mom makes.. with zesty tomato

SAVE
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LED IN FIRE
CHICKEN PLANT WORKERS TRAMP
each other in trying to

MOUNT PLEASANT, Texas — Workers trampled
At least
escape a fire at a chicken processing plant, a hospital official said.
at the
21 people were hurt, one seriously. The blaze erupted Wednesday said
Pilgrim's Pride Corp. when a hydraulic line on a cooker came loose,
burns
Fire Chief Larry McRae. Twenty-one people were hospitalized with
burns
with
condition
serious
in
listed
was
woman
one
and other injuries;
ator of Titus
over a third of her body. Frances Standridge, assistant administr
they
County Memorial Hospital, said several people were injured because
arm, and
trampled each other. She said one person suffered a broken
others had bumps and bruises.

Y DUTY
MARTIN SAYS STATE MAY LOSE SAFET
d Wednesday to

WASHINGTON — Labor Secretary Lynn Martin threatene
it
completely strip North Carolina of its worker safety enforcement powers
the state fails to correct deficiencies within 90 days. In the months since a
poultry plant fire killed 25 people in Hamlet, N.C., last September, North
Carolina's safety plan has been roundly criticized as inAidequate and understaffed On Wednesday, Martin said a review by the federal Occupational
Safety and Health Administration had found numerous problems and that
her department would be forced to take over the state's plan if she does not
see "significant improvement" within three months. At a news conference,
she and OSHA director Gerard Scannell complained that North Carolina
labor officials had been uncooperative during the investigation.

I
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Betty Ann Warren of RI. 1, Puryear, Tenn., was arrested and charged
uttering or
grand jury indictment at 8:30 a.m. Thursday with two counts of
ts hand- .2
making a false perscription. This arrest was the last of 13 indictmen
ad down from the grand jury this past week

CAR VANDALIZED, STAMPS STOLEN
Grand Prix
Danny Joe Burkeen, 38, of Rt. 3, Murray, reported that his 1981
on Frip.m.
8:30
around
Drive
Nash
on
parked
was
it
while
d
was vandalize
stolen
Also
nt.
Departme
Police
Murray
the
from
report
day, according to a
$82 worth
from the car were center caps from the wheels of his vehicle and
of food stamps owned by Julie Morrison of 728 Nash Drive.

HIT AND RUN REPORTED
by Opal
A hit and run accident was reported at 9:05 p.m. on Wednesday
Food
JR's
of
side
north
the
on
vehicle
her
parked
Huff
Almo.
1,
Huff of Rt.
she
Mart at Fourth and Chestnut streets and then entered the store. When
returned to her vehicle she found that someone had backed into her vehicle
and left the scene.

Tourism...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Wednesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 7-0-9 (seven,
zero, nine); Lotto:
9-15-38-43-46-47 (nine, fifteen,
thirty-eight, forty-three, fortysix, forty-seven)

Sauce

CHICKEN FRIED CHICKEN '4.99
)
NEW! 1:;
Breaded chicken breast fried to a golden brown and
covered with country milk gravy.

7+-

Local News Roundup
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MIAMI — Relatives of three Miami men
for
aled for international help because of fears the three might be executedThe
an alleged armed attempt to topple Fidel Castro's communist regime.
a court
Cuban government said Wednesday that the men were taken before
told
in Cuba after their arrest last month. Cuban state radio said the menKeys,
Florida
the
in
,
Marathon
from
sailed
had
s
they
Cuban authoritie
State
aboard a yacht that left them on a motorboat off the Cuban coast. The
the
Department said Wednesday it was unable to confirm reports about
arrests.

Shen

(Conrd from page 1)
The demand for the guide has
been so great that the number of
copies to be printed this year will
be 35,000, an increase of 10,000
more than last year. The production
of the guide is funded through merchant advertising.
"It contains a great deal of copy
on entertainment and recreation. It
also talks about the retirement
designation which is still of tremendous interest. This is the perfect piece because it lets people
know what is in the community,"
she said.
Adams urged any business desiring to be a part of the guide to call
the Murray Tourism Commission at
753-5171.
•

'5.49
NEW! (4> HAM STEAK CD
le slice.
pineapp
grilled
Charbroiled and topped with a
NEW! 1;:>BAKED CHICKEN
A breast quarter baked to perfection.

Model TBXIMPR
• 1S.2 cu. ft. capacity: 5.14 cu. ft. freezer.
• Two full-width door shelses: one holds 6-packs.
• Twin vegetable fruit pans.
• Equipped for optional automatic icemaker.
• Energs Saver Switch helps cut operating cost.

Was 589

'4.99
HALF 0' POUND
A half-pound of choice ground beef charbroiled to order.
Homestyle Dinner with Salad Bar
Our delicious llomestyle Dinners are served
with your choke of two side iti.ms
Choose any two: Mashed Potatoes & Gravy • Green
Beans • Cole Slaw • Rice • French Fries • Baked l'otato

NOW $529

Murray Appliance
& TV
four General Electric Appliance Dealer

212 E. Main St.

cof

'5.49

753-1586

Seafood Buffet-Fri. & Sat. Night
You
All
$8.99 too p.m.-900 p.m
can Fat

MOMS
America's Dieser Table

the

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.
D All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
O All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
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Prosecutors continue investigation into contributions
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Special prosecutors plan to take their
first cases to a Franklin County
grand jury later this month in an
investigation of suspected illegal
campaign contributions in last
year's statewide races.
Attorney General Chris Gorman,
who received a report from prosecutors Joseph Conley Jr. and Carl
Stich Jr., said the prosecutors
would continue the investigation.
The investigation, initiated last
spring by then-Attorney General

Fred Cowan, is focusing on suspected cases of contributions illegally made in the names of other
people.
Cowan removed himself from
the investigation after questions
were raised about fund-raising procedures in his unsuccessful bid for
the lieutenant governor's office.
Cowan's deputy, Brent Caldwell,
appointed the special prosecutors,
who are with the law firm of Dinsmore & Shohl. The firm has offices
in northern Kentucky and

Cincinnati.
Thus far, the investigation has
brought about the conviction of a
Lexington architectural firm and its
president for making an illegal corporate contribution to the campaign
of Dr. Floyd Poore, who unsuccessfully sought the Democratic
nomination for governor. Also,
three officials of that firm have
been indicted on charges of making
contributions in the names of other
people to the gubernatorial campaign of Martha Wilkinson, wife of

much more would be needed.
former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
Conley said that the team of proBut those indictments preceded
the appointment of the special pro- secutors is satisfied that the invessecutors, who have been investigat- tigation will get the support it
ing for six months but have not yet needs from the attorney general's
taken any evidence to a grand jury. office.
Stich, CcMley and Gorman
The fate of the investigation now
rests with Gorman, who succeeded declined to discuss specific cases.
However, two groups of contriCowan on Monday.
After meeting with Conley and butors are believed to be under
Stich, Gorman said Tuesday -he their scrutiny. They apparently are
intended to give them money bey- following up on one case nearly
ond their original $35,000 contract, completed by Cowan's staff at the
though he didn't yet know how time he withdrew — a bundle of

$60,000 in contributions to Martha
Wilkinson's campaign from people
associated with a team of architects
and engineers that won a lucrative
contract from her husband's administration to design a state prison in
Muhlenberg County.
Also, David Clevenger, a Carter
County construction worker, has
said investigators working with the
special prosecutors have questioned
him about his allegation that he
was given $4,000 by his former
boss — Jackie Ruth of Ruth Paving
in Morehead — and told to give it
to Wilkinson's campaign.
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Blandford sets
up task force
to study EPC
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Don Blandford said
he plans to set up a task force to
study the state Environmental Protection Cabinet because he fears
state laws are scaring away
industry.
"I've heard some real horror
stories," the Philpot Democrat said
Tuesday. "I'm getting all these
calls from industry," but he did not
cite specific cases.
Blandford said business leaders
had complained to him that the
state's environmental laws were
difficult to comply with and, in
some cases, kept industries from
expanding.
He said he would like for Kentucky to have a uniform policy on
environmental issues. "I know
we're going in a lot of directions."
Blandford said he wants the task
force to study the state agency to
determine if the business leaders'
complaints are valid.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Chris Gorman
said Tuesday he will continue a
lawsuit, begun by his predecessor,
that could remove former Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson from the University of Kentucky board of
trustees.
Wilkinson, in an unprecedented
move last month, appointed himself
to the UK board, saying he wants
to reform higher education.
That brought a suit by thenAttorney General Fred Cowan, who
argued that Wilkinson did not have
the legal power to appoint himself.
Cowan sought a temporary
injunction to stop Wilkinson from
taking his seat until the matter
could be decided in court. The state
Supreme Court, however, denied
Cowan's request.
Cowan's term expired Monday.
Ed Lynch, a spokesman for the
attorney general's office, said the
limits of the governor's powers
needed to be established.
No date has been scheduled for a
hearing on the suit. Franklin Circuit Court Judge Reed Rhorer said
attorneys for both sides had tried to
set up a hearing last month, but
their schedules conflicted.
The next UK board meeting is
Jan. 21. Wilkinson was sworn in as
a trustee in a private ceremony just
before Christmas.
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Washington Today

Bush, Buchanan
close family ranks
By TOM RAUM
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — For both President Bush and Republican challenger
Patrick Buchanan, politics is family business. But that doesn't mean harmony always prevails.
Bush has sent first lady Barbara Bush out to campaign for him in New
Hampshire and his campaign on Tuesday announced that son Jeb Bush
would serve as Bush's Florida campaign manager.
His eldest son, George W. Bush. co-owner of the Texas Rangers basethe same function he
ball tern, also is a key adviser to the campaign
served in 1988.
During the 1988 campaign. all of Bush's five grown children acuvely
campaigned for the ticket.
Meanwhile, Buchanan, who like Bush comes from a large family, has
named his sister Angela "Bay" Buchanan as his campaign chairman.
Life can sometimes be hard for those who run afoul of family members
who also serve as political advisers — as aides to both Bush and Buchanan have found out.
Former Chief of Staff John Sununu, for instance, was pulled 2sidc by
George W. Bush late last year and told that' his abrasive tactics had
become a liability for the president. Sununu resigned a few days later.
Tony Fabrizio. who had been Buchanan's national pollster and strategist, quit the conservative commentator's campaign earlier this week after
a series of run-ins with Bay Buchanan.
Fabrizio, who has advised New York Sen. Alfonse D'Amato and Kansas -Sen. Bob Dole's 1988 presidential campaign, said his departure
resulted from a dispute over "a matter of control."
"They see the campaign in one way and I saw it in another," he said.
Yet some Bush and Buchanan family members probably won't be heard
from this year.
Don't expect Bush's son Neil to do much active campaigning. His links
to the savings and loan scandals seem likely to keep the Denver businessman benched for the entire campaign season.
And another Buchanan sister, Kathleen Buchanan Connolly, isn't
expected to do much campaigning for her brother. She'll stay loyal to the
Bush-Quayle ticket.
She works for Bill Kristol, Vice President Quayle's chief of staff.
• • • •
Barbara Bush has told reporters that damage to the first family's 53
million vacation home in Kennebunkport. Maine, was not as extensive as
first feared and that she and the president may be able to spend a night
there as soon as next month.
The home, severely damaged in a ferocious storm in October, is slowly
being repaired.
Some initial estimates of damage ranged as high as SI million.• But
Mrs. Bush has said that most of the repairs to the living quarters probably
can be covered by the family's flood insurance policy, which covers up to
about $180,000 in damages.
The Bushes have traditionally gone to their oceanfront home on a
weekend around Valentine's Day. That would be extra convenient this
year — since the primary in neighboring New Hampshire is Feb. 18.
She said she didn't know for sure whether she and the president would
spend a night there in early February.
After all. Bush campaign advisers may not want the public to see too
many images of Bush at his 2I -room vacation home in this recession troubled election year.
•.• • •

11.09,00

I was going to write a column
today. Honest But now that I'm
worth $21,500,000 — yes, that's
21 million, 500,000 — I don't need
to write newspaper columns anymore. With that kind of cash, I can
buy my own newspaper. Start a
magazine. Launch a publishing
empire.
But I like writing "Main Street,"
so I think I'll keep doing that in
spite of my fortune. It's just that I
didn't have time to write today's
column because it took me all day
to read and fill out the forms
required to claim the millions of
dollars of prizes I'm entitled to,
according to American Family
Publishers, Outdoor Adventure
Sweepstakes, Bass Anglers Sportsman Society and McCalls
Sweepstakes.
They arrived in the mail all at
the same time. Like the mythical
Lorelei, each envelope promised to
fulfill lifelong dreams and fantasies: to deliver me from the mundane to the munificent, sweep me
from the world of working stiffs to
the sumptuous silken tents of the
sybarite.
The Outdoor Adventure Sweepstakes mailing had my name on the

While Bush found himself surrounded by bicycles and slides when he
cut the ribbon at the opening of a Toys R Us store in Japan Tuesday, his
personal choice in playthings tends more toward high-techelectronics.
Bush has the ultimate electronic recreation center set up in his private
den in the family quarters of the White House — a wooden console with a
giant television screen in the middle. surrounded by four smaller sets with
four separate VCRs on top. He operates the system with an outsized
remote control.
Bush acknowledged to C-SPAN's Bnan Lamb recently that he catches
flak from Barbara, who promotes reading, about his television viewing
•--habits.
Bush said he watches "quite a bit. I watch the news. and I don't like to
tell you this because you'll think I'm into some weird TV freak here, but
I have a set upstairs that has five screens on it
"And I can sit on my desk and whip — just punch a button. If I see
one off on the corner, that moves in to the middle screen, the other one
goes off to the side, then I can run up and down the dial.
"And you can record all four going at once while you're watching. I
don't quite know how to do that yet," said the president.
plugged into
"But I cite this because Barbara accuses me of being
often."
TV too

World editorial roundup

•

Jan. 5; Arab News, Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, on the new world order:
Now that the "new world order" is here, there are many who do not
know what to do with it. And the most confused seem to be those who
had worked the hardest for a.
While the term means different things to different people, what it is
supposed to have brought for us is a world which no longer lives in the
fear of a nuclear holocaust. The disintegration of the Soviet Union has left
us without an "evil empire." That should have given us an ideal world. It
has not.
The snag is that the former Soviet republics with nuclear bases — Russia, Belarus. Ukraine and Kazakhstan — may decide not to opt out of the
nuclear club, their agreement to form a united command to control their
27,000 nuclear warheads notwithstanding.
And that fear is real. The iveaker a nation economically, the more
tempted it will be to use whatever power it has as a weapon of blackmail.
Considering how bnttle are the ties that bind the Commonwealth of Independent States together, a breakup of the union is a real possibility.
What all this proves is that without enemies around, it is difficult to
win allies too.
It may be asked, why does America need to put a military girdle around
the world. The answer islimple. America is a great nation, but it is a
world power too. And world powers have interests all of which cannot be
protected with arguments that will convince ordinary Mortals. ...
The new world order has many virtues: but nobody claimed it was
logical.

•
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes

columnist

outside of the envelope, along with
the admonition,"The next time you
go fishing at Kentucky Lake you
might be driving a new Chevy
Astro van, towing a Bass Masters
Classic boat, and carrying an extra
$30,000 cash." I was alerted that I
had 5,112 chances to win other
prizes, including a shot at two limited edition guns and "three new
rod and reel combos that will make
Constance Alexander the envy of
his buddies."
Not sure that I had the skills to
have anything at all to do with
fishing or hunting, I was more
excited by the announcement on
the front of American Family
Publishers' letter. It listed my
name, along with seven other people, and the simple declaration:
"Every winner on this list — a

millions would allow me to travel
the world and indulge myself with
fabulous new clothes and expensive jewels. Besides that, I could
buy "acres of land, build a luxurious new home," or just sit back
and enjoy my financial security.
It took me all afternoon to plow
through the various promises, and
to plug the right stickers on the
right parts of the applications.
There were magazines to select,
millionaire!"
"That's more like it," I thought animal prints to decipher and decias I tore open the envelope. The sions to make about where I'd cast
letter inside painted a picture in my line if I were bassin' and had to
which I could imagine myself as guess where the lunkers — whatevthe counterpiece. "Those vacations er they are — were hiding.
By the time I completed all the
you've always dreamed about are
forms, my "Main Street"
required
yours at the snap of a finger," the
copy gushed. "You could go any deadline had passed and, alas, no
place any time you want, and you column. I hope you will forgive
could go anywhere and do anything me, dear readers, for my self— FIRST CLASS," it declared indulgence today, but I am sure
you can understand that I had to
breathlessly.
McCalls was also enticing, 1 take advantage of these rare oppormust admit, with its statement that tunities to seize the riches that are
"C.A. Alexander is a $1,000,000 reserved for me. In fact, if you are
winner!" Their missive was chatty like everyone else I have talked to,
and creative, stressing that winning you won't even have time to read
their sweepstakes guaranteed "a this because you're busy filling out
whole new lifestyle of personal your own contest cards. I guess
freedom and financial indepen- that makes each one of us a
dence." It went on to say that my winner.

Perspective on Politics

Labor backing shows Clinton momentum
"We now have a three-part race," said veteran Democratic activist
Ann
Lewis. "The top tier is Bill Clinton. I think Kerrey and Harkin are
An Associatod Press News Analysis
increasingly competing to be the alternative if Clinton stumbles."
So far, it's Harkin and Kerrey who have stumbled. Harkin for forgetMANCHESTER, N.H. — In the back room of Sen. Bob Kerrey's camthe first rule of politics — shore up your base; Kerrey for lacking
ting
a
as
doubles
Clinton
paign headquarters, a picture of Arkansas Gov. Bill
on occasion, leaving his message somewhat muddled. Both are tryfocus
dart board. It's small wonder.
ing to regroup, bringing new talent into campaigns that can scarcely
Clinton is emerging as the Democrat to beat heading into the nation's
afford more mistakes.
first primary in New Hampshire, impressing many' state Democratic activWill Clinton stumble? Stay tuned. Literally.
proposals.
policy
ists with his detailed
In the six weeks between now and New Hampshire's vote, there are
Significant is the labor movement's growing support for Clinton. More
three televised debates, one to be shown just in New Hampshire; the
and more union leaders nationwide are willing to put aside differences
others
nationally. Clinton will be the prime target. And the air war of
win.
to
able
be
might
he
think
they
because
with Clinton
is about to begin in earnest, with both Kerrey and Harkin
advertising
Municipal
and
On Tuesday, the American Federation of State, County
be aggressive.
to
promising
support
their
threw
Teachers
of
Federation
Employees and the American
for front-runners arc high," Lewis says.
"The
hazards
Clinton.
to
tries to shrug off the label.
Clinton
that
So
high
darts.
rhetorical
It's enough to make his rivals break out the
I've reached out to the people of New Hampbecause
true,
is
it's
it
"If
says.
Harkin
go,"
and
come
"Front-runners
to respond to what they think and what
tried
and
this
is
country
and
leaders
shire
He better hope so. Clinton's blossoming support among union
feel."
as
his
they
labor
with
race
the
entered
who
potentially crippling to Harkin,
Listening to people like Missouri AFL-CIO President Duke McVey
presumed base. That base is now eroding, and Harkin has shown little
make Clinton believe it's true.
could
evidence of making inroads elsewhere.
far.
so
months ago, Clinton was chairman of the Democratic Leadership
Clinton
Just
at
aim
sharpest
the
taking
is
who
But it's Kerrey
He barely mentions the other Democratic hopefuls any more, and on Council, a group founded partly because moderate-to-conservative DemoTuesday said he was accepting Clinton's "challenge" for a one-one-one crats thought the party was too close to organized labor.
While promising to work with labor, Clinton in virtually every camdebate.
paign .specch warns he'll demand work-rule and other changes anathema
"Nice try," was Clinton's laughing response. Clinton said he was
interested in hearing more specifics about the economy from Kerrey but to unions as part of any competitiveness plan.
.Yet McVey is leaning toward Clinton, as are many other labor leaders
had never challenged him to a debate.
willing to take a few lumps for a few gains, something they haven't
"His new handlers are telling him it'„s in his interest to turn it into a
two-man race," Clinton said. "But there are six candidates in this race." enjoyed much in the Reagan and Bush administrations.
"We're willing to put away our labor egos," said McVey. "We want
But it's clear [tie Kerrey camp would prefer it otherwise, believing its
chances are better if the race is perceived as a Kerrey-Clinton clash. to win."
So does Clinton. And so far he's on the way.
Since the field took shape in October, _most analysts have split it in
"Anyone who is chairman of the DLC one year and winning endorsehalf. putting Clinton, Kerrey and Harkin on the top tier and former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas, Virginia Gov. L Douglas Wilder and for- ments from labor the next is a very good politician;" says Lewis.
But now that the race has at least a marginal front-runner, it also has a
mer California GosP. Jerry Brown on the bottom.
But so significant is the burgeoning support of Clinton among powerful target. Clinton's real test will be how he handles the coming darts.
• • • •
labor unions, that when added to Clinton's advantages in the South, comparative fund-raising success and virtually error-free campaign so far, (EDITOR'S NOTE — John King corers national politics for The Associated Press.)
many in the party are taking a different view.

By JOHN KING

Afull accounting is required
(Editor's Note: This is the first of two
articles on the liberal support of
commuusm.)
Before Soviet communism is allowed to slip gently into the good
night, a full accounting is required of
those who offered it political life
support without which it might have
died more quickly.
As fortter London Sunday Telegraph editor Peregrine Worsthome
has observed, public opinion did an
exemplary job of anathematizing
right-wing thinking after the fall of
Hitler's evil empire, but a similar
intellectual housecleaning has not
been done with left-wing thinking
after the fall of an even greater evil
(Communists killed more people than
Hitler, but then they had more time).
A non-judicial forum on a scale of
the Nuremberg war cnmes trial
should be held to indict those in the
academic, financial, political, artistic
and religious communities, past and
present, who gave aid and comfort to
Marxism-Leninism. Those who were
apologists for Hitler, including the
aviator hero Charles Lindbergh, never
regained the credibility they once
enjoyed after Hitler's fall. Modem
apologists for Marxism-Leninism
should be given the opportunity to
recant. If they don't, they should
suffer the same ignominy as those
who made their beds with the Third
Reich.
The list is long. Some names_are
more familiar than others, but individually and collectively many Western, and particularly American, liber-

als helped sustain Soviet communism
far beyond expectations of a normal
political life.
As Paul Hollander observes in his
book "Political Pilgrims," some
American leftists even made reverential pilgrimages to highly repressive
Communist countries.
Hollander correctly assesses the
flawed world view held for decades
by so many American liberals that
allowed them to overlook human
rights abuses abroad, even as they
denounced comparatively minor infractions in the United States and
other Western countries. He writes,
-Today's new pilgrims demonstrate
the same tenacity of belief, the willful
inability to learn from history, and
above all the hostility toward our own
society that have repeatedly predisposed certain groups and individuals
to admire and idealize political systems opposed to ours,especially when
they are run by revolutionaries acting
in the name of Marx."
When Tom Hayden(now a California assemblyman) and Staughton
Lynd returned from North Vietnam in

1966, they issued this statement:"We
knew ... what the Vietnamese contribution to a humane socialism would
be; it was evident in the unembarrassed handclasps among men,the
poetry and song at the center of manwoman relationships, the freedom to
weep practiced by everyone ... Here
we begin to understand the posibilities for a socialism of the heart"
What nonsense, then and now.
Hayden and Lynd should be asked to
read that statement to the Vietnamese
boat people, who risked their lives to
escape, and those being forcibly repatriated to Communist Vietnam from
Hong Kong.
Much of the same was said by other
American leftists in defense of the
spread of Soviet influence, directly
and through surrogates, around the
world. Whether it was Nicaragua, El
Salvador, Grenada or Cuba in our
hemisphere, or Angola, Afghanistan,
Ethiopia or South Africa, the script
was the same. Whether the Communist leader was Mao or Fidel, Ho Chi
Minh or Brezhnev, he could do no
wrong. Many liberals saw these lead-

ers as near gods and the freedom
fighters who opposed them as repressive louts. To those on the left,
Communists were liberating heroes
who had the best plan for the transformation of mankind and society.
So many liberals were conditioned
to excuse and explain any horror
perpetrated by Communists anywhere. When the Soviets shot down
the civilian airliner KAL 007 in 1983,
the House voted 416-0 to condemn
the act of murder, but one congressman, George Crockett(D-Mich.), abstained. As Peter Collier and David
Horowitz noted in their book "Destructive Generation," Crockett, the
chairman of the House subcommittee
on Western Hemisphere affairs,"has a
40-year record of involvement in
Communist causes, stretching back to
1947, when Walter Reuther drove him
out of the CIO during his purge of
Communists from the union."
The list of apologists, "fellow
travelers" and dupes is book length.
Every editorial writer, every author,
every artist and every university professor who defended the horror of
communism should be brought to the
people's court of public opinion. Those who wrote and spoke in favor of
communism should be given a chance
to recant or lose, not their rights, but
whatever credibility remains.
This is the only way history and the
future can be fairly served. By remembering and judging those who
betrayed truth we help to preserve,
protect and defend upcoming generations from making similar mistakes
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Two Calloway
FRANKFORT — Two Calloway Countians have received fellowship awards from the Kentucky
Arts Council.
Paul Sasso of Almo received a
$5,000 in the wood crats category
and Sandy Miller Sasso, also of
Almo, received a $1,000 award for
a visual painting.
Twenty-three Kentucky artists

selected from among 240 applicants from 39 counties, were
approved by the board of the Kentucky Arts Council to receive a total of $115,000 in non -matching
fellowships.
The winners will each receive
$5,000 Al Smith Fellowships. Winning artists works ,represent a
diversity of aesthetic styles and

forms but are singular in the quality of their expression. The awards,
named after a former arts council
chair, were initiated in 1983 to
assist Kentucky artists in the development of their artforms and to
allow them to devote themselves
more fully to their creative output.
This year's awards included 17
visual artists, four media artists and

two artists working in new genres.
Artists' works were evaluated and
recommended to the Board of the
Kentucky Arts Council by a panel
of five artists working in similiar
fields and disciplines outside
Kentucky.
The range of styles and media
represented by the 1991 selections
reflects the breadth of the visual

arts field today. In addition to fellowships, 20 other artists received
Si,000 Professional Assistance
Awards in the Visual, Media and
New Genre Arts.
Each year, the Kentucky Arts
Council makes awards to individual Kentucky artists. The disciplines

for which fellowships are awarded

alternat: each year. Guidelines tor
application for 1991 fellowships
for writers, choreographers and
composers will be available this
spring'. For more information,

please contact the Kentucky Arts
Council, 31 Fountain Place, Frankfort, Ky. 40601 or phone
502-564-3757.
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WIIMS-FM to
nearly modern day clarity and

Band Era" for 13 years said,
One hundred and twelve of the "Big
been talking about doing
best big bands from 1935 through "We've
and finally decided
years,
for
this
1949 will be presented on the "Big
the time was right. It's taken
Band Era" from 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday that
years to build up the
afternoons on WKMS-FM, the all these
to listener contribu(thanks
library
National Public Radio affiliate that
do the whole
could
so we
broadcasts from Murray State Uni- tions) properly and now we're
thing
versity, eight consecutive Sundays
ready."
in January and February.
Each program will feature 14
coand
host,
Bobby Bryan,
their theme songs, and most
bands,
producer with Terri Bryan, of the

famous recordings as well as a
brief history of each band. "The
show will be long on music and
short on talk, so we can get as
many songs as possible per band,"
Bryan said.
The "Big Band Era" which
includes the years of World War II
is regarded by most music historians as the finest period of American popular music. Americans,

hungry tor a diversion from the
depression, bought radios and
records by the millions, and spent a
good deal of their spare time dancing in the thousands of ballrooms
that sprang up everywhere.

sound.
"I seriously doubt this type of
program has ever been done before,
as it could only be done on public
radio."

Now, thanks to the advent of
L.P. records and compact discs, the
great songs and arrangements of
the big bands are available again in

For more information about the
"Big Band Cavalcade" or any program on 91.3 WKMS-FM, call
502-762-4359.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Holiday spending at the close of 1991
meant money in the bank for folks
like Michael Jackson, Garth Brooks
and Nirvana. With the holidays
over, Grammy givers now have a
chance to keep the spurt alive.
Despite the recession, consumers
didn't completely foresake the
record stores during the holidays
and even managed to cause a modest increase in sales compared to a
year ago although they were cautious, one industry survey showed.
The impact of the year-end sales
increase on the industry's total performance for 1991 remained
unclear, however. The mid-year
report from the Recording Industry

Association of America found that
as of June music shipments were
down 11 percent from the previous
year. RIAA spokesman Tim Sites
in Washington, D.C., said final figures were still about a month away.
"I think if I were to guess, for
the total year, units might be up 1
or 2 percent and dollar volume 7 or
8 percent," said Jay Berman, president of the RIAA. "Considering
the recession, it's a pretty good
performance."
The Christmas upswing was
good news for Grammy Award
contenders who can get a second
wind for records that have been on
shelves awhile — if they score a
top honor such as album or record

of the year or best new artist.
Likely nominees for the 34th
annual Grammy Awards include
Brooks and his "Ropin' the Wind"
album and Natalie Cole and
"Unforgettable." "Time, Love
and Tenderness" was sure to make
Michael Bolton a contender, along
with Georgia's R.E.M. with its
"Out of Time."
Bryan Adams, Metallica, Mariah
Cary, C and C Music Factory,
Guns N' Roses, Color Me Badd,
Hammer, and DJ Jazzy Jeff & the
Fresh Prince also were expected to
receive Grammy bids.
Holiday business was up 3.7 percent over last year, according to the
ninth annual retailer survey by
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Market House Theatre, 141 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky. 42003.

Playhouse to kick off fund drive

CBS wins again in ratings

Murray's Playhouse in the Park
(the Murray/Calloway County
Community Theatre) will kick off
its 1992 annual fund drive at a
"Night of Stars... A Cabaret" on
Jan. 17. Tickets to the special
cabaret will go on sale to the public Jan. 11 at a cost of $5 per seat.
Leading this year's fund drive
are co-chairmen Pete Lancaster and
Carol Bogard,
Set for Friday and Saturday, Jan.
17 and 18, at 8 p.m. at the Playhouse, the show features Lancaster
and Bogard, as well as Holly

"20-20" was fourth, followed by
ABC's "America's Funniest Home
Videos."
NBC's Thursday night lineup,
featuring "The Cosby Show,"
"Wings" and "A Different
World," finished sixth, seventh
and eighth, respectively.
"America's Funniest People,"
ABC's "America's Funniest Home
Videos" spinoff, was ninth. The
NBC comedy hit "Empty Nest"
was No. 10.

Bloodworth, David Weatherly, Bob
Valentine, the Spinners!, Cathy and
Larry Mallett, Oneida White, Kim
and Randall Black and Jeremy and
Lanette Hunt. Other cast members
may be added before rehearsals
begin.
Invitations to the event were sent
to Playhouse contributors for the
1991-92 Fund Drive. Patrons arc
urged to make reservations as soon
as possible, because of limited seating in the Playhouse auditorium.
To confirm seats or order tickets,
please phone 502-759-1752.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

ABC was again victorious in the
weekly news war, this time with an
11.2 average. CBS was second with
10.5. NBC was third with 9.5.
Here are the top 10 shows, their
network and rating: "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 26.3; "Cheers," NBC, 19.8;
"Murder, She Wrote," CBS, 19.3;
"20-20," 16.9; "America's Funniest Home Videos, 16.5; "The
Cosby Show," 16.1; "Wings,"
15.9; "A Different World," NBC,
15.8; "America's Funniest People," ABC, 15.4; "Empty Nest,"
NBC, 15.2.

A New You For '92
Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

holiday period.
However, the survey found that
unlike years past, people buying
big names like Nirvana, Jackson
and U2 were less likely to also
pick up another recording on
impulse before heading to the cash
register.
Forty-three percent reported
multiple purchases were up, 27
percent said they were down And
,30 percent said they were the same.
Eighty-five percent reported a
noticeable change in the categories
of music sold in the past year, and
country was the most frequently
mentioned category, followed by
alternative and pop.

Gallery features Murray artists

Market House Theatre to present
play by Murray's Bob Valentine

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
CBS news magazine "60 Minutes"
captured its highest rating this season and its seventh first-place finish last week.
Sunday's "60 Minutes," featuring a Morely Safer piece on the
disposal of chemical weapons,
helped CBS place first in overall
ratings, according to figures
released Tuesday by A.C. Nielson
Co.
CBS led with a 13.4 average,
followed by NBC with 12.5 and
ABC with 12. Each ratings point
represents 921,000 homes.
"Brooklyn Bridge," a highly
acclaimed new series on CBS,
broke the top 20 for the first time
since its fall debut, landing in 19th
place.
The CBS premiere of "Davis
Rules," starring Jonathan Winters,
placed 16th. The series, which also
features Randy Quaid, was
canceled by ABC last season.
In second was NBC's favorite
comedy, "Cheers." In third was
"Murder, She Wrote," the longrunning CBS sleuth series starring
Angela Lansbury.
ABC's Friday newsmagazine

Macey Lipman Marketing, a Los
Angeles-based independent music
industry marketing company.
The MLM survey polls 200
retailers nationwide at year's end.
Those polled range from headquarters of retail chains to the mom•
and-pop stores.
Asked if holiday business was
up, down or the same as a year
ago, 60 percent of respondents•said
business was up, 24 percent said it
was down and 16 percent said it
was the same.
Fifty-seven percent said purchases by credit card were up; 13 percent said they were down and 30
percent were the same as the 1990
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

*Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean, Dependable Cars
.Call Us For Rates
305-A S. 12th St.
(Next to Dumplin's)
753-0959

\

•

• •.\‘-1.

Holland Motor Sales
L—.71

East Main St.
753-4461

OM

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Daytime

953-5293
Nighttime

492-8219 or 753-1833
701 Main Street • Murray

Ibp
Confused About Insurance?
Many insurance plans changed at the first of
the year. We at the Medicine Shoppe would
like to help. We accept most insurance plans
including the following:

PCS Recap, Kentucky Teacher's Retirement,
Restat, Paid, PCN, lnsurx, Mediment, Blue
Cross, State Public Aid, Kentucky Farm Bureau,
Health Trends, APS, PDS, and Kentucky
Association of Counties.
12th & Olive Sts.,
Murray
759-9245

MEDICINE SHOPPE

FREE
Aspirin

Crete< ky
ned

5 grain
(Reg. 79c)
Mt us
115 IL IC.

Medlcinr
5,h,Ippr
MA,

46

11MINIEll&

Limit one with coupon Expires 1-3142 j
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Jack Madura, a 1964 graduate
of Murray State University
received the oustanding artist
award at the 1991 Mayor's
Awards For the Arts program
Nov. 10 in Springfield, Ill.
Madura is married to Judy
Thomas Madura, formerly of
Murray. Madura has served as
an artist-teacher since his 1970
appointment to the staff at Lincoln Land Community College.
.His works are included in the
Springfield Old Capitol Art
Fair's Civic Art Collection,
housed at the Municipal Building, at Temple B'rith Sholom,
the College, and the SW School
of Medicine.
Madura is listed in "Who's
Who In American Art" and his
art is included in hundreds of
private and corporate collections
throughout this country and in
France, England and Ireland.
Madura has won awards and
purchase prizes from juried
shows and exhibitions throughout the Midwest. In addition, he
has been serving as an artistadjudicator for local and area art
competitions.

A&A
Auto Rental

Mirrray Ledger & Times

University S•uare • 759-9999

Former resident,
MSU grad receives
award from mayor
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MURRAY TODAY
WRITERS'
POTPOURRI

t.

GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will meet
Saturday. Jan. 11, at 9:30 a.m. at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
Dianne Watkins, associate professor at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, will be the
guest speaker. She will talk about
her book, Hello Janice: The World
War II Courtship Correspondence
ot Henry Giles to Janice Moore, to
be available in the fall of this year.
Gladys Jarrett, director, urges all

Dianne Watkins
members and interested writers to
attend this special meeting.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some of
the poems written by participants
as follows:

II1IIxirY
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•
•
•
•
•

Help!
By Frank McCallum
Help me see over the hill,
Help me now! if you will!
Help me hurdle the highest
fence,
Help me learn some common
sense'?
Help me through this rut of clay.
Not tomorrow! But Today!
Patience I need? so you say!
Well. I needed it yesterday!

Stave Martin is

-Father of the
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He Goes With Me
By Marie Jarrett
How often I fear the road up
ahead.
How often I dread the unknown.
How often, too, I tend to forget
That I never walk alone.
There's one who knows well
where I'm going.
He's .ture each step of the way.
For a long, long ago, he walked
the same path
That I must travel each day.
He understands each misgiving.
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Humane Society of Calloway County will offer a workshop on video scriptwriting on Saturday, Jan. 11, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at Calloway
County Public Library, Main Street, Murray. Students in Grades 6 to 8 are
welcome to attend the three-hour workshop at no charge. Students will
a
learn and at the same time they will be part of the preparation of video
face
animals
the
nd
problems
understa
people
help
to be used in schools to
further
For
tration.
pre-regis
no
and
fee
no
is
The
them.
to
and solutions
information call Janet Kenney at 762-4745 or 753-7467.

Fern Terrace plans quilting club
will
Residents of Fern Terrace Lodge at 1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray, s
Resident
a.m.
10
at
Tuesday
each
held
be
will
This
club.
quitting
start a
to learn how to quilt.
said they will enjoy teaching any one who would like
CoordiFor more information call Janie Underwood, Day Care and Activities
nator, from 9 am to 5 p.m. at 753-7109.

McKenzie Circle will meet
will
The Dorothy McKenzie Circle of First Presbyterian Church Women
TayBette
Baker.
Louise
of
home
the
in
p.m.
1:30
at
13,
.meet Monday, Jan.
All memlor will give the devotion and Lola Clark will present the program.
bers and interested persons are invited to attend.

DAR Chapter meeting Saturday
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
t,
Revolution will meet Saturday, Jan. 11, at 2 p.m. at Mayflower Restauran
meetplanning
a
be
will
This
hostess.
be
will
Hodges
Holiday Inn. Mrs. Glen
Mrs. Wiling, according to Mrs. Glenn C. Wilcox, regent. Other officers are
Mrs.
liam Gregory, vice regent; Mrs. Stephen Visher, second vice regent;
Mrs
Marvin McFarlen, chaplain; Mrs. Castle E. Parker, recording secretary;
;
treasurer
Grogan,
Leon
Mrs.
;
secretary
nding
correspo
Robert 0. Miller,
Glen
Mrs. James M. Byrn, registrar; Ms. Corinne Heny, historian; Mrs
Hodges, librarian; Mrs. Loal D. Cole, immediate past regent.

Free Throw Contest planned
A Free Throw Contest for all boys and girls, ages 10 to 14, will be SaturUniverday. Jan. 11, from 12:30 to 330 p.m. at Racer Arena, Murray State . For
Columbus
of
Knights
the
by
d
sponsore
being
sity. This annual event is
more information call 436-2420.

Bereavement meeting Sunday
6
The Bereavement Support Group will meet Sunday, Jan. 12, after the
perp.m. worship service at Glendale Road Church of Christ. All interested
sons are invited to attend.

Wayne Walden, youth and involvement minister of Glendale Road Church
Jan.
of Christ, has announced two events for this weekend. On Saturday,
11, girls in Grades 3 to 8 are invited to be at the church at 9 a.m. to make
3 to
communion bread. On Sunday, Jan. 12, at 5 p.m all students in Grades
grades
5 will meet in the multi-purpose room. This is for all students in these
Also the
who like to sing and would like to learn some more about singing.
group will talk about organizing a chorus

The Liberty Boys will one of the featured groups at a benefit gospel
singing for Harold Sheppard on Sunday, Jan. 12, at 1:30 p.m. at
Palestine United Methodist Church. Sheppard is a cancer patient.
Also featured will be The Kin's Sons. Pictured are the Liberty Boys
who are, from left, Darin 'tom, Harold Anderson, Roy Skinner,
Mike DeBoe, Alan Petty and Roger Watkins.
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Thursday, Jan. 9 _
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal and Select
41astersr7:30 p.m./Masonic Hall.

Thursday, Jan. 9
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

Murray Alliance for the Mentally
111/6 p.m /private dining room of
Murray-Citioway County Hospital.
Info/762-1107 or 436-2518.

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Women/7 p.m./church.

(Cont'd on page 7)
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MURRAY TAILOR SHOP
Alterations of All Kinds

"Quality Work and
Reasonable Prices"
Monday-Friday
9 a.m.-5 p.m

418 Main St. (Under

Pants Hemmed or Waist
$4 Each
Frame Village)

2 Price

Expires January 31, 1992

110LILYWCCIDWeight Loss Clinic

753-9981

With
Dr. Earl A. Grollman will speak about 'Living With Loss — Healing
Auditorium,
Hope on Monday, Jan. 13, at 7 p.m. at Mayfield Middle School
Home
112 West College, Mayfield. This will be sponsored by Byrn Funeral
respected
and
known
nally
internatio
an
is
Grollman
Hospice.
and Lourdes
sale of
expert in the field of dying, death and bereavement. Proceeds of the
Lourdes
Dr. Grollman's books at the Monday event will support the work of
Hospice The public is invited to attend and there is no charge.

at CalA class introducing computer applications will be offered for adults
will meet
loway County High School, starting Monday. Jan. 13. The class Compufrom 5:30 to 8:30 p.m in the Business and Office Department IBM teacher
as
ter Lab, Room 406, at the high school. Classes with Brenda Nix
basic
introduce
will
class
The
10.
and
3
Feb.
and
27
20,
13,
will be on Jan.
g
processin
word
and
base
data
eet,
spreadsh
using
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comprograms. In addition, basic computer knowledge and essential DOS
include
mands will be taught. The cost of the class will be $25 which will school
high
the
at
enroll
may
nts
Participa
.
expenses
all
and
on
registrati
ion will be
office on College Farm Road by paying the class fee. Registrat
limited to 24 participants.

Legal Issues Class offered
course, will
'Legal Issues in Sport and Physical Activity,' a graduate -level
State
be offered on Tuesday evenings during the spring semester at Murray
Tuesstarting
meet
will
and
602
n
Educatio
be
Physical
will
This
University.
This will
day, Jan. 14, from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room 103 of Carr Health Building.
carry three semester hours of graduate credit. Dr. Dianne O'Brien, associate.
professor of health, physical education and recreation, will be the instructor
may
She will be assisted by James 0. Overby, attorning for MSU. Persons on
register for the course from 5 to 7 p.m. Monday. Jan. 13, in the ballroom
third floor, Curns Center.

Job Club meeting Friday
The meeting of the Job Club of Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
will be Friday. Jan. 10, at 1:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center, Poplar
and South Seventh Streets, Murray. All interested persons are invited and
urged to attend, club officials said

Need Line Board meeting Monday
The Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will meet Monday, Jan. 13, at 12 noon at Pagliai's. Dick
Hoffman, president of the board, urges all board members to please attend
this meeting.

CLEARANCE'

Dance held each Saturday

50'-75% Off

Life Support Course planned

Christmas Decorations

753-1044

Sale Ends 1/18/92

Suite 3, 204 S. 5th St., Murray

HappinesaPlace

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-5, Sat. 9-1
After hours by appointment

Grollman will speak Monday

Adult Computer Class planned

New Year's Special

1

JO'S DATEBOOK

Youth events planned at church

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
Only
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Jack•in-the-puipit
By Linda Sieboid
Jack preaches his sermons in
shaded woods
From a sheltering pulpit with
striped hood.
Handsome, slender, an oldfashioned fellow
In a brown suit with hint of pale
yellow,
He preaches to all the wild
beasts and birds
And even to flowers I have
heard.
What Jack preaches I've never
discerned
But I do sense that they listen
and learn.
When — on each visit — his
preaching is through
He folds his pulpit with a motion
Of two
And then he is gone. He just
disappears
Not to be seen again for a year.

Only Last Summer
By Charlie E. York
A few short years ago
around our mother's feet.
We were very poor
yet we had good food to cat.
In retrospect it seems so short
as our minds review the past.
Yet lately as we travel
time is moving fast.

7:15
9/0

hi Lait Dal Surat (R)

For unsurcty is part of us all.
But faith makes each step firm
and steady
My guide will never let me fall.
I remember he goes beside me.
With love that will never fail.
His arms are ever around about
me
His eyes are upon my trail.

It seems only last summer
we were barefooted girls and
boys.
Playing with stick horses
and paddle wheels our special
toys.
We each have made the journey
we've endured the time and
years.
We've stood upon the mountain
and walked the valley of tears.
God has blessed us richly
from his throne above.
Given us joy and laughter
and a portion of His love.
As we face the Jordan
when the sun is growing dim.
We'll gather around our
mother's fee
and forever be with HIM.

Interior Design & Decorative Accessories
-4567
12th St.

A dance, open to the public, is heed each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North No
drugs or alcohol are allowed. Interested persons are invited to attend.

A Pediatric Life Support Course will be offered by Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah, on Tuesday. Jan. 15. The class will be from 6 to 10 p.m. with
the cost being $10. To register call 1-575-2723. Attendance will be limited.

Sigma meeting Monday
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
Jan 13, at 6.30 p m at the club house This will only be a business meeting
Andrus,
because of the Murray State University Basketball game Martha
for
Sigma chairman, said 'it is important that all members be present "
assignments for the Sigma Brunch to be Saturday. Feb 8, at Pagliafs

•

•
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CALENDAR
Thursday, Jan. 9
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
Bible Study at Sr. M.A. house/I
p.m.; RCIAn p.m.

Friday, Jan. 10
Jeanne/753-0224.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

By MRS. R.D. KEY
Murray Lodger I Times Correspondent

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

Mission Board of Blood River
Baptist Association/6:30 p.m./New
Zion Baptist Church.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray City Council/7:30
p.m./City Hall.
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
Murray Board of Education/7:30
p.m./board office.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phin p.m./home of Beverly
Galloway.
Friday, Jan. 10
Laryngectomee Support Group/4
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Senior Adult Fellowship/11:45
a.m./First United Methodist
Church.
Late Registration and payment of
fees/8 a.m.-4 p.m./top level of Curris Center, Murray State
University.
ABLE Test, requirement for
Teacher's Aide applicants/8:30
a.m./Counseling Testing Center,
Ordway Hall, Murray State Univeristy. Info/762-6851.

Mrs. Mildred Wynn and Nancy
Irby visited in my home on Sunday
afternoon, Dec. I.
Dorothy Sykes and Susan Lee
spent Dec. 7 at Union City, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
son, Matthew, visited Mr. and Mrs.
David Peeler on Friday night, Dec.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakley and
daughter, Karla, were supper guests
of the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, on Dec. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visited
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke of Murray on
Friday, Dec. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and
son, Matthew, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Murray on Sunday evening,
De,c. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Robinson visited the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes on Saturday evening, Dec. 7.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Jenkins, Kit, Jill and Troy,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Jenkins, Mal-

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Organizational Society/6
Chamber of Commerce to
to Joe's house for a chili
Info/Pamela/753-7638, or

FHA -Sponsored Dance/after
Murray-Fulton basketball games/
Murray High School.

Five babies, dismissals listed
in hospital report for Tuesday
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Jan.
7, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hulett baby girl, parents, Lori and
Joe, P.O. Box 201, Puryear, Tenn.,
Corbin baby girl, mother, Karen, Rt.
1, Box 136, Puryear, Tenn.:
Jenon baby boy, parents, Carla and
Dwayne, Rt 3, Box 1091, Murray:
Puckett baby boy, parents, Kimberly
and Jeffrey, Rt. 2, Box 87, Benton;
McLeod baby girl, parents, Pamela
and Tony, Rt. 1, Box 190A, Kirksey.
Dismissals
Charles Jones, 806 South 18th St ,
Murray, Mrs Eva Mae Jackson, Rt. 1,
Box 144, Dexter;

Mrs. Abbie Lee Williams, 1714
Keenland Dr., Murray: Mrs. Fannie
Louise Hope, Rt. 10, Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton;
Reldon Norsworthy, Rt. 8, Box 85C,
Murray, Mrs. Fannie Adams, 504 Poplar St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Raidt, Rt. 1, Box 400,
Mayfield: Mrs. Ruth Lassiter, 1401
Story Ave., Murray;
Mrs. Eula Mae Garland, Apt. C-5,
Murray Manor, Murray; Mrs. Virginia
Argo, Rt. 1, Box 398, Springville,
Tenn.;
Keith Edwards, 1100 Glendale Rd.,
Murray, Donald Seth Fortenberry, P.O.
Box 2785, Murray;
Thomas Smith, 1505 Doran Rd.,
Murray; Timothy Wayne McReynolds,
Rt 4, Box 706, Murray.

Births are announced
Sumer Elizabeth Starks
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Starks of Rt.
2, Hazel are the parents of a
daughter, Sumer Elizabeth Starks,
born on Friday, Dec. 20, at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. The
baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 20 inches. The
mother is the former Pam Torsak.
Grandparents are Al and Carlene
Torsak and Jack and Maxine
Starks, all of Murray. Greatgrandparents are Kenny and Becky
Tallman of Las Vegas, Nev., Carl
and Sally Grizzard, Dover, Tenn.,

Allen and Alice Alford, New Concord, and Ola Starks, Hazel.

Guy Wyatt, Ashley and Leslie, of
Dalton, Ga., Mr. and Mrs. David
Walcker of Pocatello, Idaho, the
Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Bryan
Orr and Sara Fitts of Murray, and
Ricky On and Kristianna Thompson of Dyersburg, Term., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn On in Puryear,
Tenn., Dec. 26 and 27. The Wyatts
and Dave and Ginger visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins and Mrs. Jewel Ray.
Tabitha Lee spent Sunday night
with Mr. and Mrs. Larry Blakely
and daughter, Karla.
Hilda Miller spent Friday night
with Mrs. Bertie Jenkins.
Sure hope every one had a good
Christmas and will have a happy
new year. May 1992 be the best
year yet.

ANNOUNCES Winter Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-4
Sat. 9-12
Sun. Closed

MURRAY TODAY

Hwy. 641 S., Murray, Ky.
(502)759-4819

25
$20

Starts
Friday
10 a.m.

Friday & Saturday
All You Can Eat Chinese Dinner Buffet
5-9 p.m.

Friday
Chicken Corn Soup, BBQ Chicken,Shrimp with Vegetables,
Green Pepper Steak, Hot & Sour Chicken, Mixed Chinese
Vegetables, Ham Fried Rice, Vegetables Lo Mein (Soft
Noodles), Egg Rolls, Chinese Donuts, Salad Bar and
Homemade Desserts.
Saturday
Chicken Noodle Soup,BBQ Spareribs, Cashew Shrimp,Beef
with Vegetables, Hot & Sour Chicken, Mixed Chinese
Vegetables, Ham Fried Rice, Vegetables Lo Mein,Egg Rolls,
Fried Won Ton, Salad Bar and Homemade Desserts.

Racks
Racks
Racks

Accessories
Included

5.95

5
$10 Racks
$5 Racks

HURRY
While
Selections
Are Good!

iatic•Icar
4a€&

753-7441

305 N. 12th University Square
*

*

:;.

.CHILL OVT QF WINTER * *:*
TAKE
VyITO AlIVARM ",p0AT*FROIVIORIatliS; *
.11

Entire Stock of Winter Coats
Entire Stock of Raincoats

15 to 40% off

ER WEAR
GREAT SAVINGS ON ENTIRE STOCK OF FASHION WINT

Dresses

P4.0404411t.ii.S114,1*,'.
11

THURMAN'S
WINDOW
Cthum
it

lone and Blake, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Orr and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miller
were supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins and Adam of Paris, Tenn., on Tuesday, Dec. 24.
Lottie Mae Orr, Bernice Fletcher, Sylvia Kuykendall, Susan and
Tabitha Lee and Matthew Sykes
visited in my home on Sunday
afternoon, Dec. IS.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee, Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Dalton, Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Gore, Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
Lee, Bryan and Clint, Linda Sandefer, Brad and Eric Young were
supper guests of the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabitha, on
Tuesday, Dec. 24.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes, Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes, Bryan and Amanda,
Jewel Key, the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and Tabitha, Mr. and Mrs.
Mitch Sykes and Matthew were
guests of the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes on Wednesday, Dec. 25.
Tabitha Lee spent Wednesday
night and Thursday with Mr. and
Mrs. Mitch Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.

Dale Robert Vought II
Cpl. and Mrs. Dale R. Vought of
Cherry Point, N.C., are the parents
of a son, Dale Robert Vought 11,
born on Wednesday, Nov. 6, at
Camp LeJeune hospital. The boy
weighed nine pounds five ounces
and measured 201/2 inches. The
mother is the former Amy Bess.
Grandparents are Leroy and Sarah
Bess and Dan Warren, all of
Murray.

Arlitabit

I.

Mayflower49.4
Restaurant

West Kentucky Quarter Horse
Shown p.m./West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Admission free.
Murray High School Boys and
Girls Basketball teams host Fulton
County/6 p.m

Singles
p.m. at
caravan
supper.

•

Many persons visit in area homes
•

Winter Shoes
And Boots

1 111A's).
t•r•ii

Suits

Sportswear

1/ OFF
/2

1A

Handbags
1/3 to y2 OFF

Jewelry

1 2 OFF
to /

1 2 OFF
IA to /

1 2 OFF
1 3 tO /
/

.4;11

Custom Drapery,
Pleated Shades,
Verticals, Mini Blinds

Scarves And Hats

Lingerie

1/2 OFF

1/4 to 1/2 OFF

Gloves

Robes And
Loungewear

1/ OFF
/3

1 2 °FF
1 3 tO /
/

FREE

Bras

Entire Stock

20% OFF

:t.
:1.

*Estimates

*Decorating Service
*Installation

*
753-4834

208 Main St.

Downtown Murray
:1.

:1:

•

L

*

Open Daily 9:30-5:00, Fri. 9:30-8:30
Sunday 1-5

7
7:

a
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SPORTS
Alabama hands Razorbacks first SEC loss
By The Associated Press
According to his coach, Todd Day did exactly what he was
supposed to do.
Seven seconds to go. Your Arkansas team is down by one.
You drive to the basket and try to hit the short-range shot or
at least draw a foul.
Day made the basket Wednesday nighi But he was the one
called for the foul. And the 13th-ranked Razorbacks fell to
No. 16 Alabama 65-63 in their first Southeastern Conference
road game.
"I tell my players to always go to the basket in that situation and make the referee call the foul," Arkansas coach
Nolan Richardson said. "Nine out of 10 times that call goes
for you. This was the 10th time."

Alabama (13-1 overall, 2-0 SEC) had a 64-63 lead and the
ball with 45 seconds to go. But instead of trying to run out the
clock, Robert Horry foolishly threw up an errant shot with 14
seconds to go.
Arkansas (12-3, 1-1) rebounded and went the other way for
the potential winning basket. Day drove the baseline and his
shot went in, but he was called for charging into Latre11
Sprewell.
"I saw him coming, so I stepped in front of him," Sprewell
said. "He saw me there and turned into me.-The ref called it
our way. and that's all I care about."
"Once I was spinning, I just the put the ball up," Day said.
"Nobody argued so it must have been a charge."
Richardson-didn't sound as convinced that the proper call
had been made. "I don't want to give my view of it," he said

curtly.
It was a sweet victory for Alabama coach Wimp Sanderson.
He was desperate for a victory over Arkansas, which had won
the last two meetings between the teams by an average score
of 24 points.
After the horn sounded, Sanderson charged off the court
pumping is fists toward the sellout crowd of 15,043.
"1 thoulght the tempo of the game was better suited to us,"
he said. "I think the stats bear out that when we hold somebody under 70 points, we've won every game.''
The Razorbacks had scored more than 100 points in each of
their last three games, but shot just 39.7 percent from the field
as Alabama gave them a taste of their "40 minutes of hell"
defense.
(Cont'd on page 9)

Sports Writer
By HARRY ATKINS
Associated Press
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Allen scores 24
to lead Eastern
over Morehead

Injuries will play role
in Denver's game plan

Jordan bounces back
to lead Bulls over Heat

Memphis downs No. 12 Mizzou

Sixer star charged with battery

Western gets ninth win at Radford
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By The Associated Press

black
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — NCAA schools, over the bitter objection of
staneducators charging discrimination, voted for the toughest academic
Presidents
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Drawn
sports
college
of
dards in the history
eligibility requirements
Commission, the rules will strengthen both freshman
their freshman year They
and the standards athletes must meet beyond
were adopted overwhelmingly by Division I schools. one to 13, adding
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either English,
At the opening of the
average from 2.0 to 2.5 with a sliding test score index
on suffered a rare
Commissi
s
President
the
86th annual NCAA convention,
I -A assistant football
defeat when schools voted to restore a fulltime Division
coaching job abolished the year before

Pittsburgh developed a reputation for underachieving the last couple of
seasons, but the Panthers rate as one of college basketball's top overachievers this season.
Sean Miller scored all 11 of his points in the final 4:08 and Pittsburgh
stopped a long Syracuse season-opening winning streak for the second
time in four years with an 83-74 victory Wednesday night.
The No, 20 Orangemen (10-1) led by as many as seven points in the
second half, but Pitt -- supposedly in a rebuilding year — took the lead
for good at 69-67 on Darren Morningstar's layup with 3:29 remaining.
The 6-foot-10 Morningstar finished with 21 points.
The Panthers (10-4), one of the nation's worst free-throw shooting
teams, then sealed the victory by scoring their final nine points on foul
shots. Miller was 8-for-8 down the stretch and added a NBA-length
3-pointer that stretched Pitt's lead to /72-67 with 2:37 to play.
Pitt, shooting 58 percent from the line entering the game, finished 29 of
43 despite missing eight first-half free throws.
Despite their problems at the line, the Panthers, picked eighth in the
Big East Conference coaches preseason poll, has beaten two Top 20 conference teams in a span of one week and are 2-0 in the league. The Panthers defeated No. 18 Seton Hall 77-68 last Thursday.
"We know we can come out and compete with any team we play,"
freshman forward Orlando Antigua said. "We're playing well as a team.
We're just putting our heads together, then going out and doing it."
Syracuse, 2-1 in the Big East, has won five of its last seven against Pitt,
but lost in Pittsburgh for the second consecutive season. The Orange, who
have started at least 10-0 in each of the last four seasons, also had a
13-game season-opening winning streak stopped by Pitt in 1988-89.
"Pitt is very song inside with steady leadership," Syracuse coach Jim
Boeheim said. "They're going to be a real factor in the league. Inside
defense is one of our glaring weaknesses, and Momingstar's playing well
in the league."
Morningstar, who has 37 points in two conference games, was particularly effective muscling aside 6-foot-11 Syracuse junior Dave Siock to
score off feeds by Miller and McCullough. Morningstar divided playing
time with 6-11 Eric Mobley, who scored all nine of his points in the first
half.
"Darren didn't play like he had much respect for Siock at all and he
put it to (Conrad) McRae when he came in there, too," Pitt coach Paul
Evans said. "We won because of our inside play. Darren was very strong,
and when their guards had to come inside to help out, it took the pressure
off our perimeter people."

BASEBALL
record last
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — Bryan Harvey, who set a California
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BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Chuck Knox returned
job and 14
coaching
head
first
his
him
gave
team
the
after
years
19
Rams,
ear-old
59-y
the
,
Robinson
John
to
r
successo
the
As
left.
years after he
reswho
Knox,
history.
team's
the
in
coach
Knox became the 14th head
season, is
igned as coach of the Seattle Seahawks after a 7-9 finish this
1 record. He was
sixth on the NFL's all-time victory list with a 171-114- five seasons each
80-63 in nine seasons with the Seahawks, after spending
with the Rams and Buffalo Bills.
former New York
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Jilted by Bill Parcells when the
Tampa Bay Bucthe
over
take
to
offer
lucrative
a
Giants coach turned down
two-time Super
caneers two weeks ago, owner Hugh Culverhouse paid the
red for the job.
Bowl winner back by rejecting Parcells' bid to be reconside
comfort level to get
"It's just a personal thing. He just couldn't reach that
president Stephen
vice
Bucs
said
it,"
for
reasons
the
—
rejection
over the
D.C., area for a
on,
Washingt
the
to
use
Culverho
ied
Story, who accompan
Fraley.
Robert
agent
and
2'4 -hour meeting with Parcells

BASKETBALL

retired from the Los Angeles
NEW YORK (AP) — Magic Johnson, who
the virus that causes AIDS,
Lakers in November after learning he had
in fan balloting for the two
remained second to Portland's Clyde Drexler
team. Drexler has received
All-Star
ce
Conferen
Western
the
guard spots on
s of Phoenix leads
Chamber
Tom
243,373.
has
Johnson
331,641 votes and
Utah with 179,581.
of
Malone
Karl
by
followed
forwards with 181,589 votes,
center with 164,577 votes.
Denver rookie Dikembe Motumbo is the leading

Alabama hands Razorbacks...
(Cont'd from page 8)
James Robinson was Alabama's
main offensive weapon in a game
that was tied nine times and the
largest margin was seven points.
He finished with 20-points, including six of the Tide's final nine.
"There was a stretch where my
teammates weren't scoring,"
Robinson said, "so I took control
and started driving the lane."
Alabama, winner of eight in a
row, has grabbed an early edge in
the SEC's Western Division. And
Arkansas, which joined the conference this year, got a taste of what
life on the road in its new league
will be like.
"Coming into the league, we're
the hunted," Richardson said.

"Everywhere we go, it's an NCAA
championship game."
LSU 87, Auburn 70: LSU (7-4,
1-0) used an 11-2 run early in the
second half to take control at
Auburn. Verna Singleton added
23 points and nine rebounds for
LSU and Wesley Person had 24
points for Auburn (6-6, 0-2). .
Auburn coach Tommy Joe
Eagles was ejected in the second
half when ke was hit with his second technical foul.
Florida 53, South Carolina
52: Florida (8-3, 1-0) outscored the
Gamecocks (8-3, 0-2) 8-2 over the,
final 4:05. Poole led the Gators
with 19 points and Joe Rhett paced
Carolina with 16. Jo Jo English's
12-footer bounced off the rim with

one second left.
Ole Miss 86, SE Louisiana
82: Joe Harvell scored 35 points,
including two clinching free throws
with six seconds left, as Ole Miss
(7-4) edged Southeastern (2-10).
Pete Meriweather had 20 for the
losers, who were playing only their
second home game of the season.
Vanderbilt 83, Austin Peay
66: Todd Milholland scored six of
his 20 points during a 20-0 secondhalf run that enabled Vanderbilt
(7-4) to pull away from Austin
Peay (4-9). Bruce Elder added 18
for the Commodores and LaMonte
Ware and Geoff Herman each has
16 for the Governors.
Asked about the first half when
Vandy led 29-25, coach Eddie

Barkley...
(Cont'd from page 8)
up a nearby parking sign and lifted
it above his head and, according to
McCarthy's version, threatened to
hit McCarthy in the head with it.
At that time, bouncers from a
nearby bar arrived and broke up the
disturbance in the middle of a
downtown street near the bar.
Steinhafel said he understood
that Barkley and McCarthy had
been drinking but did not know if
either was intoxicated.
The maximum penalty for misdemeanor battery is a $10,000 fine
and nine months in jail. The maximum penalty for disorderly conduct is a $1,000 fine and 90 days in
jail.
He's known for his brilliant
play, emotional outbursts and outspoken nature. He was fined $109
for disorderly conduct for throwing
cups of Gatorade on fans last April
during the playoffs in Milwaukee.
A month earlier the 'NBA suspended Barkley for one game and
fined him $10,000 for spitting on
fans during a game against the
New Jersey Nets.

Lions...

•

(Cont'd from page 8)
ry. I was talking about my
own philosophy," Spielman
said. "I told Barry the next
day they edited that down to
get the one statement. He
understood."
When he's on the field,
Sanders has to be accounted
for. The Dallas Cowboys
devoted their entire defense to
stopping him in the second
round of the playoffs. As a
result, Erik Kramer had a
career day passing and the
Lions won 38-6.
The Redskins (15-2) will be
watching him, too, in their
rematch on Sunday.
"It hurts our preparation
that Barry Sanders didn't play
in the first game against us,"
Washington coach Joe Gibbs
said. "But he did play two
years ago and averaged over
10 yards. So we know what
he looks like going by."

GREAT PRICE
UNDERVALUE

Fogler said, "To say it was horrible would be an understatement."
Austin Peay coach Dave Loos
agreed.
"The first half may have been
the worst half of basketball I have
ever seen," he said. "I was
pleased with our etfort physically,
but I really thought we had a problem mentally."
Cincinnati 62, Tennessee
51: Cincinnati (10-2) held Tennessee (8-4) scoreless for 8:11 in the
second half, scoring 14 during that
time to take control. Nick Van Exel
led the Bearcats with 16 points and
Allan Houston led the Vols with
nine — snapping his string of 57
games in which he has sc.oreq at
least 10 points.

"See me for all your family insurance needs "
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Stele Farm Insurance companies
Homo Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
fairlhild 77 Bucknell 70
Hotsaa SO Columbia 66
Mame 85 F66ef 112
Pl114,gi $3 Syrao,i.. 74
PoqlIai,d 60 Oanm0..fli' 54
Pnnoeton 68 lona 5i
Rhode Island 93. St Bonaveniure 64
Ifillanova 83. Boston College 74
West Virginia 76, Maseechusetts 75
Yale 73 Brooklyn Col 65 OT
SOUTH
Alabama 65. Shahid. 63
Charleston Southern 60 NC Ashoolle 53
Cinonnati 62, Tennessee 51
Gamut Carolina 79 Dreideon 62
Duke V. Maryland 86
E Kentucky 86, Morehead Si 63
Florlda 53 South Caro1na 52
George Mason 89. Towson SI 75
Georgia Ted+ 80 N Carolina St 63
James Madison 82 Penn St 69 CT
LSU 87, Auburn 70
Memphis Si 89 1.4siouri 78
lAssmappi 86. SE Louisiana 82
N CaroIna AST 82, Coppin St 80
NC Charlotte 62 Virginia Tech 53
NC -Greeneboro 65, W Caroina 55
Nee Orleans 76. Cern Flonda 60
Richmond 76 VIA 59
Stetson 82. Barry 79
Vanden:41 83 Ausun Psay 66
V1171114 58. Wake Forest 53
W Kentucky 81. Ractlord 78
MIDWEST
Alcorn Si 74, NE Ulnas 67
Et.itlier 01 Detroit 82
Dayton 60. Marquene 57
E Michigan 68 W Michgan 64
Illinois 74. Purdue 72, OT
Kansas 81 Wlchla St 51
Kent 73, Bal St 54
Main Oho 69. Toledo 39
4r4ng Green 65
Ohio U 68 80,
Wisconsin 69, Northwestern 67
Wnght Si 72, E linos 65
SOUTHWEST
Touts Tech 80. Southern Meth 69

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pat
20 11 645
Nen You
12 636
21
Boston
15 18 455
Phil/W.0nd
441
19
15
Marts
13 20 394
Now Jersey
375
20
12
Washington
7 25 219
()rondo
Central Division
27 5 .844
Chiclgo
22 9 710
Cleveland
17 14 548
lAlwaukse
17 15 531
Adana
1E1 16 529
Detroit
13 21 382
I roans
9 24 273
Charon.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Pct.
W
22 13 629
Utah
14
563
18
Antonio
San
17 16 515
HouWon
13 19 406
Denver
12 20 375
Dallas
5 26 161
lAnneso(s
Pecific Division
8 724
21
Slate
Golden
21 11 656
Ponland
20 13 606
Phoenix
10 14 576
LA Laken
17 15 531
Seattle
18 17 514
LA Cancers
9 23 281
Sacramento
Tuesday's Gaines
WALES COWERENCE
Planck Division
Atlanta 109 Nevi York 94
W L T Pts OF GA
Cleveland 113. lAnnesota 98
27 16 1 55 167 145
Chicago 102, Washngton 89
NY Rangers
26 14 3 55 187 144
LA Laws 104, Dallas 80
Washington
156
191
50
4
15
23
Seattle 106. Denver 99
Pittsburgh
20 14 6 46 152 117
Ponland 104. Orlando 89
New Jersey
167
150
34
20
6
14
Wednesday's Gwnee
NY Isianders
12 19 8 32 112 136
Boston 99, Nevi York 95
Ptstadelphia
Adorn. Division
Now Jersey 103 lAnnescita 97
28 14 2 58 139 95
Phladelpha 114, Houston 104
Montreat
18 18 5 41 141 146
Chcago 108 Marva 106
Boston
14 20 7 35 132 147
Detroit 114, Sacramento 95
Buffalo
134
121
35
5
18
15
LA Clippers 104, Indiana 102
Harnord
11 25 5 27 129 164
Cuebsc
San Antorso 103, LA Lakers 87
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
tAlwaultee 99 Utah 98
Morns Division
P000n.I 135, Denver 114
W L IPI. SF GA
Orlando 154. Seattle 103
25 12 4 54 166 132
Thursday's Games
Devon
140
147
45
7
16
19
Cleveland at Washington 6 30 p m
Si Louts
17 17 9 43 147 138
Sacramento at Chalon. 6 30 p m
Chicago
18 18 3 39 127 134
Dallas at Atlanta, 6 30 p m
lAnnesot a
11 27 5 27 112 161
Frideye Games
Tc4Ort10
Smythe Division
lAnnesota at Boston, 630 p.m.
sao p.m
23 12 7 53 149 123
lAWaulieri at New
Vancouver
18 18 8 44 134 138
LA Clippers at Philadelphd. 610 pm
Winnipeg
18 18 5 41 157 143
Houston at Man, 630 pm
Calgary
17 16 7 41 149 153
Portland at D•1100 7 pm
Los Angeles
16 21 6 38 147 164
Utah at Chcago, 730 pm
Edmonton
187
105
21
3
931
Seattle al Dallas 730 pm
San Jose

HOCKEY

3115

•

fo.
8'h
13'h

9,4
10
10
15
184
GB
2- .6
4
7'h
8,4
15
1- %
3
4
5"6
6
13'w

Mk Wald TO Citaturf 21) 704627

HELP WANTED
NIGHT PERSONNEL
•Night Truck Mechanic 'Night Parts Man
'Night Truck Maintenance 'Night Clerk
Shifts Starts
Feb. 10, 1992
T.T.B. Expanded
Service Operation
International & GMC
Trucks, Catapillar,
Cummins & Detroit

•••

•'""

ame
—
securItY
socia,

799

GB

Jane Rogers Insurance

Employer

i%
t\P
reSen
AItt or

12HP Gear '36" Moving Deck

phone

Former

Confidential

• New Mulching System "recycles" clippings, leaves!
• Tight, 22" turning radius cuts down on trim work!
• Also with foot-controlled hydrostatic drive!
• Built to be the last tractor you'll ever buy!

t

Send Resume To:
Rick Paschall
or
James Harmon
Rt. 4 Box 57
Murray, Ky. 42071

0TROYWLT

e'z•t/c14

HOME cc
4

753-2571 or 753-0110
Chestnut St.
Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

ILERS-BUSES
TRUCKS-TRAHigh
Murray, Ky.
way

641 South

Hazel

;9(
s'

PRO BASKETBALL

4:00 p.m.-1:00 am.
Full or Part7Time

TROY-BILT®. Tractors
Quality you can see...
Versatile, hardworking and affordable, too!

Tueedey's Games
NY islanders 5, Detroit 2
5 00
Philadelpha
Buttato 5.
Los Angst.* 5 Pmsburgh 2
!Annotate S. Washington 3
Vino:vier 4, San Jose 1
Whidneedey's Games
Buffalo 4, OU•bec 2
Boston 2
3.
Montreal
St Louis 5, N Y Rangers 3
5,
Edmonton 2
Winnweg
Calgary 10. San Jose 3
Thursday's Games
Quebec at Boston 6 35 p
al
Detrot 6 35 p m
lAnnesota
kantord at N V islanders. 635 pm
St Louis at Nen AMIN" 635 pm
Loa Angels* at Phnedelphe 6 35 p in
Toronto at Chicago 735 pm

••

•

•-•••
•

•ft.
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KET to provide increased legislative coverage
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Between now and mid-April, the
)38 members of the General
Assembly will spend SI1.2 billion
:n tax dollars and enact or change
sores of laws affecting Kentuckians for the next two years.
Here are some facts:
•The chambers. There are 100 represenutives and 38 senators. There
are two vacancies in the Senate
heduled to be4illect with special

EARN
7.259(
I AY-DEFERRED AM I II
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
0\F: YEAR. Early mirrimiler
charge. apply.
#55010 minimum ,

FARM
BUREAU

elections.
•The session. Lawmakers meet for
up to 60 working days in evennumbered years. The session
always begins in January on the
first Tuesday after the first Monday
and must be completed by April
15. Unless there are special circumstances, new laws Lake effect
90 days after the end of the
session.
'The cost. Taxpayers will spend
about $36,000 a day for the
session.
*The process. Bills May be introduced only by legislators. However. anyone can suggest legislation
to a lawmaker.
Each bill is assigned a number
and referred to a committee. Committee meetings, like most government meetings, are open to the
public.
Bills must be voted out of committee to advance in the lawmaking process. Lawmakers "kill"
many bills simply by failing to act
on them.
When bills clear a committee,
they are forwarded to the appropri-

INSURANCE

SNAP
SPECIAL NEEDS

Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

ADOPTION PROGRAM

7534703

1-800-432-9346
li/eXi CA/Mr FOP MAIM nESOLACIS

meeting schedule. The number is
ate chamber, the House or Senate,
I -800-633-9650.
for consideration.
track. There's also a toll'Keeping
the
by
be
approved
Bills must
free number to keep track of where
chamber to advance. If they are
bills are in the process. The numapproved, they are referred to a
ber is 1-800-382-2455. You'll need
committee in the other chamber,
to know the bill number before an
where the same procedure must be
can help.
operator
followed.
.Watching the action. Kentucky.
Both chambers must approve
Educational Television has
bills before they can be sent to the
governor.
revamped its programming this
•The governor's role. The governor year, adding two new shows and
has 10 days — excluding Sundays scaling back its nightly coverage.
— to act on each bill. He can sign
"1992 General Assembly,"
the bill, which then becomes law. which airs weeknights at 8 p.m.
He can veto the measure, which is EST, offers highlights of the day's
then returned to legislators. They
action. It's a 30-minute program,
can override a veto if a constituhalf the previous format.
tional majority of lawmakers — 51
On Mondays, the show is folin the House, 20 in the Senate —
lowed by a new program. "At
favor the bill. If the governor takes Issue" is a live, half-hour program
no action, the bill becomes law
featuring journalists questioning
without his signature.
lawmakers about issues.
*Where it all happens. The action
On Fridays, "Comment on Kentakes place in the Capitol and its
tucky," an analysis by journalists
adjoining annex in Frankton.
Most committee meetings are of the week's events, moves, to
conducted in the annex and are 8:30 p.m.
On Sundays, KET will offer
scheduled on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays during the "Legislative Hearings of the
Week." replays of key committee
morning.
hearings and floor debates. The
The House arid Senate generally
will air at 3 p.m. and will last
show
convene at 2 p.m. during the
90 minutes. The first broadto
up
On
Monday,
week.
of
the
middle
lawmakers don't usually go into cast will be Jan. 19.
session until 4 p.m. On Friday, the 'Getting involved. Anyone intersessions stan at 9 a.m. and general- ested in an issue or specific bill can
use the state's toll-free number to
ly end by noon.
a message to lawmakers. The
relay
a
There's ll toll-free number with
recording that supplies the latest number is 1-800-372-7181.

* Fleming - Benton & Paducah * * * Kelley-Wiggins- Benton * * * Fleming - Benton & Paduc

- Benton & Paducah ***

FLEMING FURNITURE PRESENTS
• Not One Penny Down
* Not One Penny In Interest
* Not One Penny In Payments

FOR ONE FULL YEAR

JANUARY, 1193

THE Bib

STORE WIDE
SAVINGS ON ALL
ALL REDUCED

*NO PAYMENT
For 12 Months

BEDROOM
'.\G ROOM
4,NG ROOM
ENTERTAINMENT UNITS
CURIOS &'DESKS
MATTRESS &
BOX SPRINGS
RECLINERS
ORIENTIAL
& AREA RUGS
ACCESSORIES
-PATIO FURNITURE
AND MORE,

*NOTHING T1L
JANUARY 1993

ff

**

and
thomasville
Th
Shopping
Center of
e South
I •

a

Horoscopes
FRIDAY,JANUARY 10, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1 -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE low profile and tend to your duties.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: By tonight, your spirits will soar skySomeone you can admire and learn high. Someone compliments your
from enters the picture early this year. good taste.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Use
Your attitude toward authority will
determine how much career success tact with sensitive people and you
you enjoy this spring. New ideas will gain new allies. Do not be upset
abound; the trick is to find practical if an old problem resurfaces. A soapplications for them. Spend more lution will come from an unexpected
time with those closest to your heart.i source. Romance heats up.
LIBRA fSept.23-Oct. 22): New
Children who are taught to be self- k
keep you on your toes.
challenges
new
Investigate
reliant will go far.
travel opportunities in late fall and Start looking fora Solution at the first
sign of a problem. Life must goon -early winter.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON it is time to emerge from your selfTHIS DATE: singer Pat Benatar. imposed exile.
SCORPIO ((kt. 23-Nov. 2h:
baseball great Willie McCovey,
singer Johnnie Ray. rock star Rod Your best friend can be your adviser
in personal matters. When it comes
Stewart.
ARIES(March 21 -April 19): Do to business affairs,consult the experts.
not be afraid to toot your own horn. Choose a partner with a positive atNobody knows better the good work titude.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
you have done.Share your knowledge
and cash with devoted family mem- 21): Yourdignity and talent will carry
bers. Your generosity influences you far. Take recent scientific advances into consideration when Others.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A making career plans. A young person
new business deal could pave the will flourish under your protective
way to public acclaim. People at a wing.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
distance help shape yourdestiny.Turn
to spiritual teachings for inspiration. Those in authority are watching your
job performance now.Ignore outside
Romance is rewarding.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Be distractions. Go over bills carefully.
carefu nottoisolate yourself at work ResistThetemptation to gloat in front - or slack off: far-reaching develop- of your loved ones.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1)0:
ments are taking place. Get all the
good fortune will be
Outrageous
could
t
announcemen
facts. An office
be deceiving. Listen to the grapevine. yours if you follow- your instincts.
CANCER(June 2I -July 22): The Clear up paperwork before starting a
work you do or the company you big project. New responsibilities gie
keep today could have valuable you a chance to shine.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): You
business repercussions. Thank your
lucky stars for happy romance! Up- will accomplish more if you can work
on your own today. Higher-ups may
date your image.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A gos-. agree to a schedule change if apsip)co-worker could make something proached at the right moment. Let
sound worse than it really is. Keep a romantic partner see you are sincere.

Lacey's Offers
Delicious Dining
For A Deal!

JANUARY SPECIALS
Seafood Buffet
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 to 9:00

* Not One Penny down ever
* Not One Penny in interest for 1 year

Now Featuring Frog begs, Snow
Crab Legs, Fried Shrimp, Fried
Oysters, Fresh Oysters, Clam
Strips, Crab Meat In Hot Butter
And Much More Including Soup and
Salad Bar With Crab Meat Salad
and Dessert Bar.

'On any in stock furniture, accessories, TVs, VCRs & appliance-§: Offer does not apply to previous purchases and 10%
deposit on all special orders with a minimurOurchase of $499
and your approved credit.

Dion

305 N

Mon

517 M41

1800-599-6221

Ko4144y.VAggins Furreburo,
BENTON KY

PADUCAH, KY

Kolar Wang.

43! S 16*

577 38119

442-4455

Featuring Steamboat Arou nd,Fried
Chicken, BBQ Ribs, Turkey and
Dressing, Baked Ham, Vegetables,
Soup and Salad Bar, and Dessert
Bar.

Reg $699

$599
Now

Saturday and Sunday
Breakfast Bar

10.00, Ave Areas)
From no*44441 Woo

1-$00•7111-6n4

* ** Flemin. - Benton & Paducah * * * Kelley-Wiggins. Benton * * * Fleming - Benton & Paducah * 4 *

$399

'
14

- Benton & P

Lacey's
319 N.

•

$999
Now

Featuring Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White & Redeye Gravy, Fried
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks,
Homemade Biscuits,Fruit & Juice Bar.
-We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

1 F
PENTON KY

Reg. $10.99

Sunday Buffet
11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Design
Assistance
Available .i

fel

and returns another heart, which
East dealer.
you take with the queen. At this
East-West vulnerable
point you inaugurate a campaign to
NORTH
learn all you possibly can about the
•Q 6 2
distribution of the unseen hands
V KJ5
The first thing you do is cash
•J 8 4
dummy's king of hearts, on which
•K Q 106
East discards a diamond. Next, you
EAST
WEST
cash the Q-J of diamonds, on which
* J 108 4
•9 5
West discards a heart. Both these
V 73
•10 98 4 2
7 5/3 2 moves prove enlightening, because
•10
4 A6
you learn that West started with five
•8 5
•J 9 4 3
hearts and two diamonds, and that
SOUTH
East started with two hearts and
•A K 7 3
five diamonds
V A Q6
You next cash the A-K-Q of
•K Q9
spades and, when West discards a
4A 72
heart on the third spade, you have
The bidding
all the information you need to wrap
South West North
East
up the slam. West started with ex6 NT
Pass
2 NT
Pass
actly rive hearts,two spades and two
Opening lead — ten of hearts.
Assume you're declarer in six diamonds, so he must have been
notrurnp and West leads a heart. dealt precisely four clubs.
Taking advantage of this knowlYou can count 11 sure tricks after
the ace of diamonds is forced out, edge is easy as pie. You cash dummy's
and the problem is how to score a king of clubs, lead a low club to your
twelfth trick. It may come from clubs ace, and return a third club toward
or spades if either suit breaks 3-3,or dummy's Q-10. When West follows
if the jack of clubs falls singleton or low you finesse the ten, confident
that unless there's something dreaddoubleton.
Let's say you win the heart lead fully wrong with your arithmetic,
with the ace and play the king of the finesse will succeed and the slam
diamoncia. West wins with the ace will be safely home.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

UP TO

'11•••••••••••• mq••••••••••
••••••••••• Me.
•' C••••••• pima •• ma*
••••• ••-c•• •
MOM •• owns*/ ••••••••••
••• •••••••
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graft •••••••
•••••••p.a.
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Everybody Has Thirteen Cards

*

Broyhill

111-ic h2,t.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are blessed with enormous charm and great wit.
Generous to a fault, these Capricoms also tench() meddle in other people's
lives. They do not seem to realize that their good intentions may be misunderstood. Casual flirtations are not for these serious-minded people. A long,
intense courtship will lead to marriage. Self-disciplined and active, they
should enjoy good health throughout their lives. Physical fitness is a top
priority.

& Pay
e
Pric
Best
r
You
Get
ear
_ty
for
Not One Penny in payments

,
10,VV:t4el-WPI
It'1,14

Your
1

*NO INTEREST
For 12 Months

Cot it 1- 1

•••t

rit(m. 1‘‘.

REFAM 14Y
STAURANT

527-7275

•••••

•

••••••••••••
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
ay 10 am.
Saturd
Edition
Tuesday
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
•
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
day 3 p.m.
Wednes
Edition
Friday
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
010
020
025
030
040
050

060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMEN'Is
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

sin

010

Legal
Notla

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

130

140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Fire wood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
XNFOt

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

Classified Ad Rates

280
285
300
310
320
330
340

360

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

i".
..frectivi• Jan *4 1991 ,

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
, All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I

81 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

SERVICES

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

120
230
250
290
530

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470

480
485
490
495
50.0
510
520

LAO
Node*

6"

Wanted

10"

2"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

33.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00 64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

110.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 106.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

, 18.00 36.00

6

20.00 40.00

3"

54.00

4"

72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum DA day
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
SI 50 extra fur shopper Crum Classifieds go into Shopping Guide I
$200 extra for blind box ada

220

160

Holp

8" 1 9"

7"

1"

060
Help
Wanted

5"

Days

RANSPOR1 A I ION

I 11

010

A.DJ USTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger St Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ESTATE
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Want
To Buy

Homo
Furnishings
SOLID oak China Cabinet

Musical
CONSOLE PIANO for sale

NEED cash, buying 1960's
THIS SETTLEMENT $23,700 per year plus ben- 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- G
BEEN FILED IN
Like new, $500 753-4663 Cash, or payments to party
104 NORTH FIFTH
I Joe s Bill, 492-8103
a job'? A
NEED
sorINGS.
carriers,
Postal
efits
with good credit See locTHE CALLOWAY
MUST BE FILED IN
ST., MURRAY, KY
future'?
the
for
Hope
GED?
an
applicaFor
clerks
ters.
USED and antique furnially Call Credit Manager at
CT
WAY
COURT
DISTRI
CALLO
THE
do
You
TOR,
if
qualify
EXECU
may
You
on,
42071
tion and exam informati
ture, glass, tools quilts
800-635-7611
Farm
BY LESLIE RAY
THE FOLLOWING
DISTRICT COURT
not have your GED or high 901-642 6290
call 1-219-736-9807, ext
J. WILLIAM PHILEquipment
are
school diploma, 'You
PIANO tuning and repair
ESTATE FIDUCIARY LIPS, 104 NORTH
HLTMPHREYS, EXP3403. 8am-8pm, 7 days
ON OR BEFORE
WILL buy good, clean, 24' FLATBED trailer $750 759-9661
between the ages of 16
APPOINTMENTS
ECUTOR, OF THE
9:00 AM JANUARY
needed
many
V.
FIFTH ST., MURBE on T
21 We are an E 0 E This used, late model motor 328 8381
HAVE BEEN MADE
ESTATE OF ANNA
20th, 1992, THE
for commercials Now hir- project is funded by the homes and travel trailers
RAY, KY 42071 AT210
IN THE CALLOWAY TORNEY. APPT. 12ing all ages for casting info
FRANCES HUMDATE OF HEARWestern Kentucky Prrvate Arrowhead Camper Sales, TWO 5500 bushel grain
Ext
779-7111
un(615)
blower,
.
with
Call
Both
bins
A
COURT
42066
P
KY
CT
J.T
d,
DISTRI
Mayfiel
Industry CouncilPHREYS, DEING.
Miscellaneous
23-91
T-535.
loading augers, 1 with stirCall J.T.P A. Out Of School 502-247-8187
ALL CLAIMS
ANN P. WILSON,
CEASED. EXCEPble.
COINS and stamps make
all Very reasona
7 8
CITY Administrator, Ma- 7 5 3 - 9 3
AGAINST THESE
TIONS TO THIS
CIRCUIT COURT
47 tall
wonderful presents, investANN P. WILSON,
2813
489
WS,
WINDO
a.m.
8a
m.-11:30
rion, KY. Excellent benefits
ESTATES SHOULD
CLERK
ments and hobbies We
message
SETTLEMENT
leave
753-5904
Circuit Court Clerk
Responsible for supervis- ROPER'S Donut Shop is
also feature proof sets
BE FILED WITH
210
MUST BE FILED IN
ing daily activities of city accepting applications anysilver dollars, coin and
15n
THE FIDUCIARY
THE CALLOWAY
and its 21-plus employees, time after 10am 1409 West
LEGAL NOTICE
stamp supplies, foreign
OatIcl•s
Firewood
WITHIN SIX
ration,
including administ
DISTRICT COURT
Main
coins and paper money
A FINAL SETTLEFor Sal*
public works, police and
MONTHS OF DATE
FIREWOOD for sale Oak See our fine selection today
ON OR BEFORE
fullers
shift,
day
Wholesal
ON.
SS,
MENT OF ACATTENTI
fire Local government ex- WAITRE
427 CUBIC inch tall block, and Hickory Cut to order
OF
in Murray at Book Rack
9:00 AM JANUARY
and retailers. Here are perience a plus, BA in time Apply in person,
COUNTS HAS
crank, aluminum in- 474-8086, daytime
(Dixieland Shopping CenQUALIFICATION.
Re- steel
for
THE
have
20th,
1992,
we
Family
ce
items
some
Homepla
busiation,
administr
public
BEEN FILED IN
take. two 4 bbls , pistons, 753-9808 after 5 30pm
ter) and Treasure House
sale and many more 119pc ness administration or re- staurant, Hwy 121 North
DATE OF HEARrods, pushrods, harmonic
CALLOWAY
THE
(Southside Manor). also at
1
550,
is
sample
set,
tool
ALTA RAY KEYS,
lated field preferred Reply
ING.
pay you for easy balancer, starter, milodon A FIREWOOD for sale
Toonerville Trolly Antique
DISTRICT COURT
doz $540. Musical car- by Jan 20, 1992, to Mayor, WE'LL
1507 JOHNSON
ion work oil pan, pair of square port 437-4667
organizat
N,
P.
ANN
paper
WILSO
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
doz
1
ousel, sample $15,
BY RUDELL PARKS
City of Marion, 108 E Bellhome! Get paid closed chamber big block
BLVD., MURRAY,
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
CIRCUIT COURT
seaor
green
$147.60 Genuine shell ville, Marion, KY 42064 from
OD,
FIREWO
M
PURDO
and
daily/$135 per 100 Write heads CC'd and ready to
(Aurora) and Cissy s Gifts
KY 42071 DE1 doz. (EOE)
$3,
sample
earring,
753-5476
CLERK
soned
PARKS, Co-EXECUPASEP 187V, 161 S. Lin- run $1200 for all Phone
and Antiques (Fulton) We
CEASED, YOLANDA
$28 80 For more informaESTHE
OF
colnway N Aurora. IL Frankfort 502-227-2760
OD Delivered, buy coins and stamps and
TORS,
FIREWO
TION
TRUC
CONS
492-8869
call
tion
K. HARVEY, 1507
LEGAL NOTICE
appraise estates CHRISTTATE OF CARNELL
WANTED $180-$650, la- 60542.
977 CATERPILLAR front $30 436-5598
JOHNSON BLVD.,
A FINAL SETTLEAURORA Pizza Magic
OPHER'S COINS,
yard
mars,
borers, carpente
end loader, 3'/,
E. WELLS, DEOAK, no bark $20 picked- 753-4161
Open all year at 5pm
MURRAY, KY 42071
MENT OF AC090
roofers
transand
c
painters
automati
sons,
bucket,
436-5560
Murray
up
CEASED. EXCEPClosed Mon and Tues
Situation
ADMINIS'TRATRIX,
COUNTS HAS
EOE. 1-800-551-1542.
mission, very good condi8 1 1 9 ,
TO THIS
4 7 4
TIONS
Wanted
Caterpil'66
Jr.,
IN
$13,000
RY,
tion
J. A. GREGO
BEEN FILED
COVENANT Transport1 800-649 3804
SETTLEMENT
lar road grater, runs good.
204 SOUTH SIXTH
THE CALLOWAY
hiring tractor trailer drivers, WANTED Alterations to do
IN
FILED
BE
474-0180 days,
MUST
family exFUL
$1200
WONDER
A
ced
Experien
home
my
n
1 year OTR experience.
ST., MURRAY, KY
DISTRICT COURT
perience Australian, Euro- single 19-22 cents, East alteration lady new to the 437-4478 evenings
CALLOWAY
THE
42071 ATTORNEY.
BY MARTHA SAMpean. Scandinavian, Ja- coast pay, incentive pay, area 753-1379
DISTRICT COURT
AN unappreciated ChristAPPT. 12-18-91
MONS, ADMINIpanese High School Ex- benefits package, age 23,
E
mas gift, Lifecycle compuON OR BEFOR
State
Care,
Day
in
home
IN
arriving
STRATRIX, OF THE change Students
teams 27-31 cents. Certified for children up to 5 ter exerciser $900 OBO
RY
JANUA
AM
9:00
host
August Become a
LAMON PEELER,
ESTATE OF ADA
1-800-441-4394
years Four miles North of 753-1292
20th, 1992 THE
family/American Intercul607 ELLIS DR.,
BELLE KENNEDY,
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
Murray off Hwy-641
e
is
Exchang
Hunt
-J.B.
Student
DRIVERS
tural
ASHLEY wood furnace,
HEAROF
IDoors open at 6 001
MURRAY, KY 42071 DATE
DECEASED. EXCEP- Call 1 -800-SIBLING
OTR drivers to 753-0023
Log splitter
BTU
training
100,000
ING.
is
THIS
Hunt
TO
J.B.
DECEASED,
flatbeds.
drive
TIONS
will 753-6156
Knights of Columbus Hall
MULTI-Aged Preschool lo- currently seeking exper- TRUSTWORTHY lady
ANN P. WILSON,
SUZETTE SHARP,
SETTLEMENT
KY 94 west to Johmy Robertson Road
do housecleaning. Have ren
stanEducatio
40
Over
Special
in
homes
cated
LOG
COURT
T
CIRCUI
drivers who ferences. 435-4336.
south to Sq Hate Rood right on Sq Hake Road 24 mile
1626 COLLEGE
MUST BE FILED IN Building at MSU now ac- ienced OTR
dard models Free browant to become J,B. Hunt
CLERK
reLog
semester
Abe
WAY
spring
Honest
CALLO
FARM RD., MURcepting
chure
THE
Flatbed Division drivers. WILL do house cleaning
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
gistration. Limited open- Our flatbed drivers enjoy Call after 7pm 753-1016
Homes, Route 1, Box
RAY, KY 42071 EXDISTRICT COURT
Murrdy
1530466 P 0 But 1033
atter
38575
LEGAL NOTICE
ings Call 489-2543
84CK, Moss, TN
top pay, great benefits, and
ECUTRIX, STEON OR BEFORE
3695
12.30pm for more extra ways to earn money
800-231IC SETPERIOD
A
100
PHEN C. SANDERS,
9:00 AM JANUARY
information
TLEMENT OF ACBusiness
including tarping pay To
MILLIONAIRES MILMAIN at SEVENTH
20th, 1992, THE
Opportunky
find out more, call:
RES, PANG S HAS
LIONAI
COUNT
DATE OF HEARST., MURRAY, KY
1-800-325-1067. J.B Hunt,
IS BACK
CANDY
BURN'S
FILED IN
BEEN
Beds.
Tanning
NURSING ROME where the driver makes WOLFF
42071 ATTORNEY.
ING.
Charlie's
Y.
MURRA
IN
unhome
commercial
THE CALLOWAY
more money. EOE/Drug New
ANCE
INSUR
APPT. 12-18-91
Safe-T Pharmacy.
ANN P. WILSON,
Lamps$199
from
its
COURT
CT
DISTRI
screen. Call Monday CIRCUIT COURT
-Accessories. POST frame buildings,
Available Thru Age 84.
Friday, 7am-6pm Central Lotions
BY ELEANOR KENCLERK
Monthly payments low as 24'x40'x9' erected, $4,596, RENTER'S REVENGE: Your good taste and wallet
GRACIE ANN ORR,
ncomprehe
most
Time.
Our
Standard
DALL-HOLMES TIP$18. Call today free new plus freight. Other sizes
ROUTE *7 BOX 28,
will both agree - you should be the owner of this 2sive policy pays for
catalog
TON, GUARDIAN
road, color
the
Over
DRIVERS
Builders,
Blitz
.
available
E
LEGAL NOTIC
bedroom charmer. Your monthly payments will
MURRAY, KY 42071
Skilled. Intermediate or
varVflat, 35 states. 1 year 1-800-228-6292.
FOR KETHA ENID
1-800-628-1324
With
SETTLE
Cart.
EDITH
FINAL
Custodial
probably be less than you pay in rent. BUild equity not
SED,
A
DECEA
experience verifiable. Start
KENDALL-HOLMES,
.
guideMedicare's new
WANG business computer
rent receipts. MLS 3463
MENT OF ACLAVELLE STORY,
tin
24-28 cents/mile with 3
MINOR CHILD. EXComplete with monitor,
lines for confinement,
years Benefits. Call
S HAS
COUNT
ROUTE 07 BOX 54,
CEPTIONS TO THIS
keyboard and printer, plus
Nursing Home Insur1-800-444-6648
instruction
BEEN FILED IN
MURRAY, KY 42071
programs. 753-0516 after
753-1222
IS more important
SETTLEMENT
ance
711 Main
FLORIDA JOB OPPOR- BE a Paralegal Attorney 5pm.
THE CALLOWAY
ADMINISTRATRIX.
than ever. For free inforMUST BE FILED IN
TUNITIES. AU trades, occunstructed home study EsDISTRICT COURT
STEHEN C. SANmation
THE CALLOWAY
pations, professions, medical. tablished 1976 Free cata- WEIGHT machine, $75
BY HENRY McREYDERS, MAIN at
436-5222 after 4prn
call:
Call 813-577-3260,ext. 110.7
DISTRICT COURT
og, 1-800-669-2555
NOLDS, EXECUTOR,
SEVENTH ST.,
est. Toll Southern Career Institute,
9am-9prn
days/wk.
ell
ON OR BEFORE
Jerry McConn
OF THE ESTATE
MURRAY, KY 42071
reimbursed
conditioners
Box 2158, Boca Raton, FL
1,5
Service on all brands: window air
9:00 AM JANUARY
ce
STEInsuran
EDNA
OF
APPT.
NEY.
33427
washers - dryers
ATTOR
freezers
ENT,
tors
EPAR
refrigera
HOUS
20th, 1992, THE
ranges
PHENS McREYApplancss
12-18-91
$221/week, free room, DANCE class Tap and balmicrowaves - dishwashers - gas & electric
753-4199
DATE OF HEARNOLDS, DECEASED.
For:
s
board and laundry Work 23 let, ages 8-11 Elizabeth WASHER, dryer, stove, reRepair
"free kcal clam servvar•
ized
Author
Factory
ING.
days, off 5 days. Reliable
EXCEPTIONS TO
Thurman teacher. 12 years frigerator Excellent condiTappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
ANN P. WILSON,
person required (school experience dancing For- tion 354-8528
OPLE M. PHILLIPS, CIRCUIT COURT
and home for mentally re*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
mer student of Beverly
Handmade to be Handed Down!
732 VINE ST., MUR- CLERK
tarded.) Stewart Home Peeler. Call 753-4856 after
as
753-5341 or 753-1270
Give your friends an evening of entertainment and fun
School, 4200 US 127 5pm for more information
RAY, KY 42071 DEHome
when you hoot a I.ongaberger Basket show in your home
(502)
,
KY
Frankfort
South,
of
woven
baskets
CEASED, J. MICK
Feel the quality and beauty of these
FumIstireas
227-4821
hardwood maple' Each in handwoven one at a time by
LEGAL NOTICE
RYAN, ROUTE *5
American artisans They're truly handmade to be handed
NIA style curved
CALIFOR
Want
LOOKING for professional
down
BOX 753, MURRAY, AN INFORMAL
sofa, off-white. 3 cushions
Buy
To
For mire inronnenon, catt
approx
office cleaner,
SETTLEMENT OF
KY 42071 EXECU$600 new, asking $150
MaryAnn Oct
3,000 sq ft Respond to
ACREAGE on or near 94E OBO 436-2328
ACCOUNTS HAS
Longaber per Bee144419 Consultanr
TOR, J. WILLIAM
P 0 Box 350, Murray
489-2741
502) 402-8565
BEEN FILED IN
PHILLIPS, 104
MAPLE table and 6 chairs
MAKE MORE MONEY
ANTIQUES by the piece or White electric range AshWAY
CALLO
ST.,
THE
NORTH FIFTH
IME!
FULL OR PART-T
collections Call 753-9433 ley wood stove All in good
DISTRICT COURT
MURRAY, KY 42071
Men and women needed to
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
after 5pm
condition $125/each item
BY CHARLES STEATTORNEY. APPT.
sell our Profitable Line of
No Physical Examinations
4pm
after
436-5870
home
mobile
CASH for
Calendars, Pens and AdVEN SEXTON, EX12-19-91
tires $7-$12 each
If you are in reasonably good health &
vertising Gifts to Business
SOLID black walnut dining
ECUTOR, OF THE
2
527-293
style
Anne
e
your
Queen
immediat
suite,
Firms in
can answer no to a few questions you
ESTATE OF NED
SUSAN J. ADAMS,
Table,6 chairs
1925
circa
business area Earn
used
good,
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
for
paid
CASH
WILSON, DE4427 WEDDELL,
and glass cabinet
Weekly Commissions Set
rifles, pistols, shotguns buffet
a few mcalaully preferred rates at
are
CEASED. EXCEPneed refinishing
DEARBOFtN, MI
your own hours Prompt,
Benson Sporting Goods, Chairs
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
753-2074 or 1512
Friendly Service from 83
TIONS TO THIS
48125 DECEASED,
519 S Hwy 641, Murray $700
Blvd
Johnson
753-1342
SETTLEMENT
year old AAA-1 Company
FEMALE
JOE B. ADAMS,
MALE
No investment No CollecROUTE 06 BOX 201, MUST BE FILED IN
40 - $7.73
age
$9.09
40
age
tions Previous sales ex
50 - 9.85
MURRAY, KY 42071 THE CALLOWAY
age
12.37
50
age
required
perience not
DISTRICT COURT
ANCILLARY ADMIage 60 - 13.33
age 60 - 17.33
Write Robin Hand, NEWON OR BEFORE
NISTRATOR,
age 70 - 21.45
TON MFG CO. Dept
age 70 - 27.53
Papa John's Pizza now hiring
A24517, Newton, Iowa,
9:00 AM JANUARY
Ky.
,
Murray
age 80 - 40.73
ROBERT 0.
in
52.73
rs
80
manage
age
enced
experi
50208 (515) 792-4121
20th, 1992, THE
MILLER, 201 S.
•training program provided
MECHANIC Must have exDATE OF HEARFIFTH ST., MURPreinlums guaranteed NOT to increase
s
benefit
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
in small engines
ion
•vacat
perience
ING.
AT42071
RAY, KY
and tractors Send resume
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
•insurance available
TORNEY. APPT. 12- ANN P. WILSON,
to P0 Box 1415, Murray
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
wages
titive
•compe
CIRCUIT COURT
23-91
ation
753-4199
Transport
MUNSON
CLERK
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Send resume to:
hiring OTR TI'drivers.
Federal Say. Bldg.
syile
now
Hopkin
JOHN A. LOWRY,
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
a
Pizz
's
experience only, secure
John
Murray, KY
Papa
Main,
at
7th
E
LEGAL NOTIC
715 RIVER ROAD,
company, benefits, top
f or A Job Done Right Because We
Blvd.
of service"
ell
year
Campb
29th
Fort
"Our
2412-A
earnings 530,000+ annuMURRAY, KY 42071 A PERIODIC SETtee Our Work.
Guaran
42240
Ky.
,
sville
Hopkin
7629
800-423Call
ally
DECEASED, J. WIL- TLEMENT OF ACCOUNTS HAS
LIAM PHILLIPS,

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

L.

iat

Kopperud Realty

APPLIANCE REPAII

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
BURIAL INSURANCE

Smith
--17!
Masonry

McConnell Insurance Agency

.wwwwwwpw.wwW1Ww

00.1111•M•
.

7
%ID

3
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CLASSIFIEDS
lascallanecus
GATLINBURG Summit
Breathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace balcony.
kitchen, indoor pool JacuzHoneymoon and
zis
Weekend Specials1 Free
brochure 1 800 242 4853
1205) 988 5139
GET Married in the original
log Wedding Chapel in the
Smokies Everything pro
vided at reasonable cost
Photos flowers video
limo cabins No waiting
1 800 262 LOVE (5683)
WEDDING chapel Smokey Mountains romantic
candelight ceremonies
antique chapel furnishings
Professional photography.
bridal consultants, floral designer s, grand receptions,
horeymoon accomoda•
tiOnS moderate prices, Su g a rand Weddings
1 800 WED RING

kW&
Noose For Salo

Want
To Rent

NICE 14x65 2br 2 bath
with extras Very clean pr
iced reasonable For infor
mation call 354 6705 after
6pm

YOUNG couple needs to
rent house in county
437 3042

REPO Doublt.v.ide 3 bed
room 2 bath new carpet
new appliances Free dery
ery and set up Stereo
vinyl siding gutters $961
down 1 606 623 9405
250
Mobile
Homes For Rent
I or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
in Mobile Home Village
Gas or electric heat central
air appliances and water
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
2 BEDROOM mobile
home fully furnished
waterfront Available in
mediately Call John
Downs at MTG 753-4000
2BR No pets 753 9866

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest)
gations Southside Shop
ping Center Suite 1102
Murray 753 2641
270
III0bag
%Intl For Sale
12x50 REGE house type
root large outbuilding
$4800 753-0253

20 x30 COMMERCIAL
space on U S 641 North
near Shoneys Call John
Downs at MTG 753 4000

CLMMINGS Meter Poles
Speciailz,ng in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4C27

COMMERCIAL property
917 Coldwater Rd For
, Juanita s Flonst Demen)
posit and references re
guyed Terms and lease
negotiable 753 6069

MOBILE Home Repos tor
sae S.ngles and doubles
Financing available Clean
,ate rhooel homes Greer
Tree Acceptance
o
€06 2 2 3 1010
•
'

FOR rent for storage on
your lot, semi truck traders
753 4509
1900 sq. It, of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and load•
ing ramp.
Cal Allison Photography
7534809

RJR HOME REPAIRS
Genergl Repao, Painting and Papering
V.nyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks. Patios.. arxi Storage._ Buildings
Rocfing and Welding

Robert .1.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

((FARM AUCTION)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1992
lom A.M. • REGARDLESS Of WEATHER
MR. k MRS. W.(. NASALS

Apartnsents
For Rent
1BR furnished apartment
Partial utilities paid No
pets 753 9741
1BR furnished near hospi
tal 492 8662 after 5pm
1BR furnished apartment
Very attractive Fireplace,
sleeping loft close to cam
pus $185,mo 753 7276
1BR partially furnished gas
heat AC 409 N 5th St
$150emo plus deposit and
references 362 7533
1BR upstairs apartment
Private entrance and deck
WD hook up central I-t A
References and deposit re
quirecl No pets $225
-53 3949

Rod
Estate
AKC registered Doberman
puppies 753 8636
CHINESE Shar Pei pup
pies and adults $100 $150
reg 901 247 3354

4 Miles North Of Tiptonville
On Hwy 22 "KY BEND"

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Merray for over
12yrs 4362858

MR. W. C. HAYNES EQUIPMENT:
901-155-7466, EVENINGS

Pubic
Sal*

Backyard
Moving
Sale

TRACTORS: AC 7060.4C 200•AC KT 190
Series III•AC 021•Cas•1175.
Two-C1 Glean•r Combines•flevisral Plfaces Of
Fi•Hal Equipment•
TRUCKS:Cs/my imp. Truck w/22' Moll Back
1144•Tkrars-Orsiss Trucks vo/Noist

FANCY FARM, KENTUCKY 42039
(502, 62311466 Or 502 623 6388
FAISISOT 623 8885
Thil FIRM "72111 AND TN ut

IC
R

csuuó 111101001 CO. ROB INTANDERSOMOI

Directions: 841 South
to Tom Taylor Road.
Tarn West oat dock

BEAUTIFUL lots in very
exclusive lake subdivision
Cal John Downs at PiATG
753 4000

3BR 1 4 bath Located in
Stella large lot 436-5835
after 5pm

HOUSE and 9 acres on
New Concord area 1 acre
stocked lake Call John
Downs at MTG 753-4000

3BR 2 bath, living room,
dieing room oak cabinets
ceiling fans beautifully decorated, 1750 sq ft 24x24
detached garage 3 moles
East of Murray $53,000
753 0954

AVAILABLE now 1 bed
room of 2 bedroom duplex
$200/mo . 4 utilities If
interested phone Scott
753-9233 before 2pm

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a compete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753 1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L

2BR brick house on 9th
Street 492 8535 after
5 30prn

BY owner Charming older
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey, 2 Of 3br home on corner lot
Bob Haley Bel air Center. New central gas heat/
electric air Large rooms
753 SOLD
hardwood' floors lots of
WOODED lots near city closets and built ins Large
Call John Downs at MTG den can serve as 3rd bed
753 4000
r000m $49,500 753-5461

3BR frame house located in
Northwest Calloway
County 18 acres, storage
building including 2 barns
$37 500 753 4985 after
5pm

2BR small house Washer,
dryer. stove arid refrigeraox -included, partially furnished A C gas heat
$350/mo Located at 521 S
13th 753-3018
2 OR 3 bedroom Pine B'
Shores.quiet wooded suraproundings central
pliances carport Coleman
RE, 753 9898

NEW ON MARKET. 1715 PLAINVIEW
4 BR, 21/3 bath, LR, formal DR, eat-in
kitchen, family room, deck, fenced yard,
nice $96,500. 759-4697
OPEN HOUSE
Sat., Jan. U- 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Sun., Jan. 12 - 2 p.m.-5 p.m.

SMALL 2br house in the
Stella community 5 miles
from Murray 489-2390 af
ter 6pm
SMALL 2br • 1 bath inMur
ray $350/mo plus deposit
492 8393

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commeroal
Addibons - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Esbmates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky 42025

PHONE:

502-437-3026

FARM AUCTION
SAT., JAN. 11TH - 10 A.M.
MR. k MRS. MACK WHEELER

30
For Rent
Or Loam
38R 2 bath condo ir Murray for sale or lease
753 3293

11113
HUDSON Company Saddles Bndles 8 Horse supplies 753-4545 759-1823,
753-6763

1YR old male, full blooded
Spitz 150 753-4275
2 APRICOT Toy Poodles
436 2000
A KC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355

NEAR UNION CITY, TN
Side
Pass
By
From The Union City West
Take Hwy 5 North 6 Miles To The Slots Line,
Proceed West On Ski* line Rd. 4 Miles To Sow!

AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
TRACTORS Cass IN 7120, 1494 Nvs., Deals,
Wisermshr ReasMaisg-Shiorp-Siorp •
OK 1040, 2972 Mrs. • Two-SIC 1SN's •
MC 14444 ON •‘'Como 1175 • 10 4140
COMMAS: MK 1460 w/Rear Amite., 020-22.5'
Plutfiress • INC 1440 vr/lisar Assist, 1120-22.5'
P10014ins • INC 903-0 Row Corsiesd
NAT II MILAN EQINPMENT
NAIR TRUCKS • FARM MACINNIRT
COMPLITI SETTLEMENT OAT Or Sall'.
UP TO 111111T, sawn LITTIRS • MUST

JAMES R. CASH
—

r;iCI

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
Jr
50?, 673 84660r (502) 623-6388 R\ii
FAX r (5021 623 8885
TN tic a 930
TN FIRM a 2281

CONTACT AUCTION CO. ROB DITIULED MOON=

S•11/1000
Offered

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installa
lion and repair Free esti
mates 753 7203

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Pipes broken,Hot water
heater leaking, Washer
overflow,Let us help Call
753 5827 Free Estimates

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in in
laid and handcarved car
poling Rug binding and
fringing Free estimates
753 7614

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free esti
mates No lobs too big or
too small 759-1835

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our busi
ness is built on quality
382 2214

Used
Trucks
1968 CHEVY step side
350 motor 492 8511 ale
5pm 753 9899 after 7pm
1984 GM Jimmy Sierra
Loaded 350 good condi
bon. 4x4,$5000 489 2633

MAO

Services
ALL auto repair and sand
blasting 759 4836 days,
436-5322 evenings
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans. foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
tint $19.50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1986 FORD F250 pick up
Auto psipb dual tanks
V-8, 8600 GVW $2975
Frankfort
Phone
or
502 8 7 5 4 0 5 0
502 875 1844

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferenoes 4892267

1990 XLT FORD Ranger
fully loaded $9500 or take
over payments 753 0237
or 436 2092

1;

Auks
Pans

MR Pick-up,
chrome bumper
to current year
pick ups $125
after 5pm

GALLOWAY Roofing Spe
colizing in new roofs, re
roofs, and tear offs
Guaranteed work
502 753 7941

1988 SILVERADO 4wd
753 9400 or 435 4214 after
7pm

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specofica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436 5625
PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24 hour emergency, same
day service 489 2525
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

PLUMBING
Free esti
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

REFINISHING stripping,
HADAWAY Construction custom woodworking
Home remodeling, paint 753-8056
ing. wallpaper. carpentry,
floor covering No job too REPAIR and refinishing all
types of furniture and all
small 436 2052
520
kinds of material and supBoats
HANDYMAN will do plumb- plies for chairs 492 8714
& Motors
ing, electric and carpentry
ROCKY COLSON Home
Reasonable rates
1965 RUNABOUT in good
Repair Roofing, siding,
753 0596
condition with 75hp Evin
painting, plumbing, conrude OB in excellent condi
HAULING yard work tree crete Free estimates Call
bon $1030 Call James at
removal. mowing Free es- 474 2307
435 4425
timates 759 1683
ROGER Hudson rock haul1978 JOHNSON 115hp INSULATION Down In By
ing, gravel sand dirt, driveat, power tilt and trim
Sears TVA approved way rock
753-4545,
Runs great, stainless prop
Save on those high heating 753 6763
$1500 Also have late and codling bills Call Sears
model 50 and 70hp lower 753-2310 for free estimate SEWING machine repair
units Phone Frankfort
Kenneth Barnhill
KITCHEN CABINET RE 753 2674
502 227-2760
CO VERY existing doors &
1990 SUNCRUISER Pon- frames with woodgram for
toon 701'ip Johnson trailer, mica all colors Free esti- SHEETROCK finishing,
fish finders, Minnkota 765 mates Wulff s Recovery textured ceilings Larry
trolling motor, am/fm stereo
Chnsman 492 8742
Murray 436 5560
cassette, anchor 4 fishing
Tree & Stump
SUREWAY
chairs, bye well. Bimini top, VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Removal Insured with full
Savalife ladder Ready to Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs line of equipment Free es
go, bought new Jan 1991
$35. all brands 3rd Street, timates Day or night,
435 4006 after 5pm
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5 753 5484
75HP EVINRUDE out- Mon -Fn, 753-0530
T C Dinh Repair and Mainboard motor Excellent
tenance
Electrical - Clean
weldPortable
Call
WELDING
$700.
Condition
ing service truck bed ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
James at 435-4425
swaps dumpster repair, Street 753 6111 office
security bars for doors No ,753-0606 after 5pm
s30
lob too small Call nights or THE Gutter Co Seamless
Services
leave message, 753-7161 aluminum gutters, variety
Offered
of colors Licenced, in
Al TREE Service Stump WILL do plumbing, installasured Estimate available
removal and spraying Free tion and repairs All guaran759-4690
esbmates 753-0906 after teed 753•4355, 753 1134.
0495
753
5pm 759-9816,

1991 S-10 BLAZER,
4-door. 4 wheel drive 4500
miles $15.500 437 4432

10' drop
Fits 1988
Chevrolet
753 2309

Used
Cars

2BR 1 bath 5 miles South
of Murray Will rent
759 1934 after 5pm

Services
Meted

Son

.140

7 ACRE commercial lot
ideal location Call John
Downs at MTG 753 4000

2BR near college Lease
and deposit required
753 1059

REDUCED: Family room
and Large mailer bedroom exit
to deck, walk-in closet, 2
baths, all major appliances,
dlrapes, timberline roof, brick
with vinyl trun, central IVA.
1663 Calloway Ave. 559,000.
753-1152 or 753-3526.

1987 GMC Safari conver
SiOi1 van Loaded, Pioneer
stereo 60xxx miles
435 4446

Call: 753-3387

Homes
For Salo

VACANT lbedroom turn
No pets
'shed apt
•
$160 rno 753 5292

FAMILY relocating and
needs quick sale on Yar. 2
bath home in Murray. May
consider rent with option to
purchase Call Jean at
Century 21, 753-1492

1986 FORD E 150 cargo
van Automatic. ps/pb. 6
cyl , radio Super dean,
runs great $2650 Phone
Frankfort 502 8754050 or
502 875-1844

2 CHEVY,4-bolt main complete engines, need rebuilding, 5130/ea 350
short tad shall transmis
sion. $80 328 8381

150

COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALIM
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST

R. CASH
JAMES
--;, Auc:icerFER & REAL ESTATE BROKER

• large lots
• no through-traffic
roads
• water, sewer. cable
• no city taxes

Household items,
furniture to sell

SMALL furnished apart
merit lust large enough for
t or 2 persons Air condi
'boned no pets Private
Depose required $1504no
See at 407 S 8th St
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Ky
Hardin
502 437 4113 EHO

low, a great time
to build that new
home In flits new
subdtvLsion with:

Jan. 11
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1531 Oxford Dr.
Canterbury

3 BEDROOM 2 bath du
pex located north side of
town Call John Downs at
MTG 753-4000

VACANT 313N 5th 2bed
room furnished house
No pets
$450/mo
753 5292

4-....
"
i

With triterest rates

FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris Auctioneer
P 0 Box 149 Hazel KY
1502) 492 87968795 We
appraise and sell it all

2 OR 3 Bedroom house
Newly redecorated Located close to University
Low $30-s 753 8642

sin

S10

Yam

*7,900

.110

DAVID MOORING'S EQUIPMENT:
901.255-4A11, EVENINGS

il

Buy now before
realtor listing
and save.
Priced from

ROTTWEILER pups for
sale or trade Horses for
sale 489-2476

SMALL 2br house,
$275/mo plus deposit VA
miles 641 South 753 6156

PROVOW ESTATE EQUIPMENT

Home lots in new
subdritiskst, 1.3 miles
from dty limits

PUG puppy for sale
753 5400

TRACTORS: JD 4250 Clued, GA,2592 Firs•
J 0 4440 Clued, C&A, 3159 Hrs.' J D 4440
Clued, CILA•J D 4230 Syricro, 4 Posit•Ii4C10611,
•Post, 2156 lirs.•J 0 A And JO 60*
Cub Farman.
COMBINES AND NEADS:4 0 6620 Hydrostatic
Dral-CIAlattc, 2149 His. Equipped w/216 Plea
fillatform•J D 6600 Diesel, 2307 Hrs., Equipped
will Platforni•J 0543 Corn Head•
SO PIECES Of nub EQUIPMENT
TRUCKS:1983 CillAC Pickup, Ye Automatic
w/Aer•Four-Grain Bob Trucks

TRACTORS: !NC 10841, caw, Disels.11•C 1066.
•Post.IFIC 984, CIA'
COMBINE AND RIAD: INC 1440, 100 Hours
On Engin* Overhaul. Equipped iv/1320 Series
16.5' P1artforrn.ii•C 4 Row Wide Corn H•ad•
•PLUS All The Tillage Equipment For 1000
Acre Oparrataon
TEHICE5:1965 Ford 4,4 Fickup•int. 10 Wh•iiiiir
iis/15' Pertinent Grain Bed•WirwIlleb Trudis tv/Noist•

PRELISTING
SALE

PART Chow puppies
6wks old 436 2571

NEAR hosptal 3br living
room, diningroom eat in
kitchen 2 car garage with
shop space plus one additional heated garage
$550/mo
March 1
759 4132

RETIRING AFTER do
YEARS OF FARMING

RESTAURANT new Mur
ray Stale University Cal
John Downs at MTG
753 4000

DAISY Grooming Satur
day, by appointment
753 7819

3 or 4 BEDROOM 2 bath
handyrnans older home
7th- Murray
307 N
$225/mo Or for sale
753-2475. 901-642-5361

TIPTONVILLE. TN

47
.•"
,

320

1 OR 2br apts near down
RENT or rent to own 2br
:own Murray 753 4109
HA
mobile home w/central
in Pirates Cove Recrea 28R duplex with carport
tional Development near WD hook up, central ktrA
Aurora:- .KY Recreational Newly redecorated No
faalny' available to renters pets $350,mo Northwood
or owners For information
Subdvn 753 4487
call 753 2962
2BR newly redecorated
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
Walk:ng distance to unrver
electric or gas Walking (Its
sly and shopping center
Lance to college 753 5209 $430 mo Deposit required
901 642 8025 after 6pm

14)(70 SPRING Arbor 2br
2 bath utility room 2.6"
walls and well insulated
Partially furnished Must
see to appreciate
437 4748

...ANUARY Clearance Sale
•rfprogressI Save big
r
tucks on all homes new
arid used Dinkins Mobile
Hwy 79E
Homes inc
Paris TN 1 800 642 4891

-

195

310

240

1974 MONTE Carlo
350/350 turbo Solid body,
runs strong, a/c, stereo,
rally wheels 753-8165 after 6pm
1979 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham Good condi
Oran, excellent stereo,
power windows. 92,xxx
miles $1200 753-5461
1980 CUTLASS 435 4454
after 6pm
1980 REGENCY Olds, p/s,
p/b p/w, p1, pi/seats air,
cruise One owner for 10
years Good reliable transportation $1700 753 9400
after 7pm
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSU
ckems.
1984 LASER XE Black
aluminum wheels, $1850
492-8884
1985 PONTIAC Pansenne
4-door, one-owner, excellent condition, full power,
high mileage 753-6597 after 5 30pm

AAA Additions Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways 40. years
experience Free estiCall collect
mates
901 247-5173

1986 DAYTONA Shelby Z
While, 5-speed, a/c, all
power, AM/FM cassette,
60,xxx Sharp $4500 OBO
753-4260

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489 2303

1986 NISSAN Maxima, all
available Nissan options
753-3230 after 5pm

ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759 1110

1988 DODGE Diplomat.
4-door, loaded, clean and
good condition 753-9999

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

1988 HONDA Accord LXI
4 door, black wrtan interior.
5-speed, 77xxx miles new
Michelin tires Excellent
$7800
condition
759-4717
1988 WHITE Cutlass Supreme Classic V-8, automatic w/overdeve, aluminum wheels, Pioneer ste
reo, 27.xxx miles Super
sharp 435-4446
1989 CAVALIER White,
2 door. a/c, cruise, new
tires. am/fm cassette
50xxx mites $5500
436-2326
1990 CUTLASS Calais,
213xxx miles like new, red,
sport wheels $7200 OBO
492-8884

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years experience Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling, foundations
etc 759 4664
BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks 30yrs. experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
CARPENTRY Additions
carports, decks cabinets,
re-modeling, new houses
Free estimates 435 4125

1990 GRAND Am LE Automaoc, a/c, blue grey interior. 36xxx miles Asking CHIN Chins Chimney
$8600, must sell' 1989 "Sweeps has 10% senior citiYamaha YZ•125, good
zen discounts. We sell chimcondition, extra parts Best ney caps and screens.
offer 753 8669
435-4191
BLACK 1982 Pontiac Firebird New trans under war
rarity 4 cyl automatic.
tinted windows. t-tops.
$2200 753-1378 leave
message

1986 AEROSTAR XLT
Goon condition, 7599647
1967 FORD panel van with
carpet, V-41 overdrive, fuel
injection, 77xxx miles, ps/
pb , am/lm cassette,
chrome Wheels, running
boards. Looks sharp, runs
pod. $5900 436-2528
Can be seen across from
Ruthirs University BP

R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Specializing in fireboxes chim
neys dampers general
home improvements and
repairs All work guaranteed Call Tim at 753 7350
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
plete installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years ex
peroence Written guaran
tee Local references
7535812
DRYWALL finishing re
pairs additions and blow
ing ceilings 753 4761

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING
All Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 5940

01:11ffo
Mathis Transmission
Service
623 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Estate Sale
Sunday Jan. 12th 1992 1 p.m.
Pans TN - From Court House,go North on Hwy.641 about 2
miles to Guthrie Rd. turn right, go 2 miles on right.

"Selling the Lena Colley Estate"
B.T.U.•Table w/
G.E. ef.• G. . Range•G.E. A/C 18.
4 chairs•Kitaien Cabinet•TV.,B/W.•Display Cabinet•
Couch•Ringer Washer•Iron Bed•Old haute Frames•3
Oil Lamps • 2014 Lanterns • Roil-A-Way Bed • Chest•
Old Wood 11/2 Bed • 3 Oak Parlor Tables•2 Wash Boards•
4 Flat hone•Old School Desk•2 Treadle Sewing Machines
•Old Dolls•Floor Fans•Coal Heater•Quilt Tops•Floor
Lamp • Old Streamer Trunk • Avon Bottles • Old Oak
Dresser•Old Radios•Cane Bottom Chairs•Pots & Pans•
Several ngurines(Occupied Japan)• Lots of OW Glau w are
• Depression Glass• Fist King • Blue Ridge • Flo Blue Sugar & Creamer • Milk Glass Punch Bowl Set • Crock
Cookie Jar • Old Vases • Lazy Sugar Saver • Churn •
Royal Saxony Silverware • Gold Watch • Mickey Mouse
Watch • Blue Boy & Pinky • McCoy • Old Tins • Iron
Skillets • Duu:h Oven • Dairy B. B. Gun • Several Hand
Tools • Box Lou And Several Other !tans Not Listed.
Not Responsibt For Accutents • Refreshments Artedebk
For Ilormalion and Your Auction Needs

Doug Taylor Auction
Poryear Tn 3ft.51
901-247-37M

Service

Firm 111445.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago

Today is Thursday, Jan. 9, the ninth day of 1992. There are 357 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 9, 1793, what's generally regarded as the first manned balloon
flight in the United States took place as Frenchman Jean Pierre Blanchard
traveled between Philadelphia and Woodbury, N.J.

Diana Rabatin has several items
of her folk art on display at Calloway County Public Library.
In high school boys' basketball
games, Calloway County beat Farmington and Murray High beat
Wingo. High team scorers were
Dan Key for Calloway, Rusty Pigg
for Farmington, Jim West for Murray High and Barry Raley for

On this date:
In 1788, Connecticut became the fifth state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1861, Mississippi seceded from the Union.
In 1945, American soldiers led by Gen. Douglas MacArthur invaded
Luzon in the Philippines during World War 11.
In 1957, Anthony Eden resigned as British prime minister, citing health

Wingo.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls' Basketball Team beat
Farmington. High team scorers
were Mimi Todd and Rachel Lamb
for Calloway and Lisa Hill for

reasons.
In 1964, anti-U.S. rioting broke out in the Panama Canal Zone, resulting in the deaths of 21 Panamanians and three U.S. soldiers.
In 1968, the Surveyor 7 space probe made a soft landing on the moon,
marking the end of the American series of unmanned explorations of the
lunar surface.
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In 1984, a federal judge sentenced former Environmental Protection
Agency official Rita M. Lavelle to six months in prison for her conviction
on charges of lying to Congress. Lavelle served five months in 1985.
In 1990, the space shuttle Columbia was launched on a 10-day mission
that included the retrieval of a drifting scientific satellite.
Ten years ago: Poland's martial law leader, General Wojciech Jaruzelski, met with Roman Catholic Archbishop Jozef Glemp almost a month
after martial law had been declared.
Five years ago: The White House released a memorandum prepared for
President Reagan in January 1986 that showed a definite link between
U.S. arms sales to Iran and the release of American hostages in Lebanon.
One year ago: Secretary of State James A. Baker III and Iraqi Foreign
Minister Tariq Aziz met for six hours in Geneva, but failed to resolve the
Persian Gulf crisis. President Bush, in Washington, accused Iraq of "a
total stiff-arm, a total rebuff."
Today's Birthdays: Former President Nixon is 79. Football hall-oflamer Bart Starr is 58. Actor Bob Denver is 57. Folk singer Joan Baez is
51. Actress Susannah York is 51. Singer Crystal Gayle is 41.
Thought for Today: "Many people's tombstones should read, 'Died at
30. Buried at 60."' — Nicholas Murray Butler, American educator
(1862-1947).

Farmington.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Miller and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Miller,
Dec. 31; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Usrey, Jan. 3.
Miss Angela Jean Manning and

Hal Fuqua were married Dec. 11 at

Locust Grove Church
Nazarene at Kirksey.

of the

Twenty years ago
The home.of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Reeder and two children was
destroyed by fire yesterday about
11 a.m.
Pictured is the Oak Grove
School Student body in 1910 with
Bernice Willis as teacher, and in
1921 with Gus Lamb as principal
and Onie Dunn as assistant
principal.
Margaret Trevathan of Calloway
County Public Library will be
guest speaker at a meeting of Almo
School Unit of Parent-Teacher
Association, according to Mrs.
M.D. McGinnis, Almo PTA
president.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hudson, Dec.

14.
Thirty years ago
Winter moved into Calloway

County yesterday with a vengeance

Forty years ago

and the thermometer fell steadily in
the evening registering a 10 above
zero during the early morning
hours. It was still 10 at 7 a.m.
today. Snow began falling late yesterday evening and an accumulation of about one inch was seen

Ensign John Mack Carter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter, has been
called to active duty with the
United States Navy. He is stationed
on the USS Minesweeper out of
San Francisco, Calif.
"Television aerials are becoming
more numerous in this area," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,

this morning.
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. Jack Belote, Mrs. Harry
Whayne and Mrs. Robert Baar
were members of a panel on "The
Social Whirl — Are We Rushing
Our Childen Into It" at a meeting
of Carter School Unit of ParentTeacher Association.
Loyd Jones, Robert Etherton and
Bill Wyatt had high individual
games in Murray Merchants Bowling League at Corvette Lanes.
Carmerita Talent, grade schort—
teacher at St. Clair Shores, Mich.,
spent the holidays with her mother,
Mrs.

publisher.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Osborne, Jan.
4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Rogers and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
William Barnhill, Jan. 5; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Farley and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harris,
Jan. 8.
Hannah Prydatkevytch, pianist,
and Roman Prydatkevytch, violoinst, will present a recital on Jan.
15 in Recital Hall of Fine Arts

Building, Murray State College.

Madelle Talent and family.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
hosted a large wedding for our
daughter recently.
A week later, "Melanie," an old
friend of mine who is divorced,called
to ask for the telephone number of
the groom's mother, who is also divorced. all call her Katie.) Melanie
had met Katie at the wedding,found
they had a lot in common,and decided
to get together for lunch. She said
Katie had given her her telephone
number, but she had misplaced it.
I gave Melanie Katie's number —
then I told her I was hurt to think
that she would make a date to see

ne
19,

Katie without including me, where- rassing her into inviting you to saver for me.There is a G.A. chapter
here, but unfortunately, it isn't very
upon she said I was"welcome"tojoin join them.
It would have been gracious well-known. As a matter offact,there
them for lunch.
I was so hurt and angry. I did not of Melanie to have invited you, are only two members at this time.
The Pacific Stars and Stripes
accept. Abby, was it proper for Mela- hut nowhere is it written that
nie to make a date with Katie with- because they met at your carries "Dear Abby" and everyone
daughter's wedding they were reads it. It would be great if more
out including me?
people knew about Gamblers
EXCLUDED obligated to do so.
Anonymous. The stakes are high
DEAR ABBY:I have been an avid here, and so is the divorce rate, due
DEAR EXCLUDED: I see
nothing wrong with Melanie and reader ofyour column for many years to compulsive gambling.Please help.
A COMPULSIVE GAMBLER
Katie deciding to get together and now I need your help.
I am a compulsive gambler, now
for lunch without including you.
FortuDEAR GAMBLER:I have had
But I do see something wrong living in Okinawa, Japan.
Gamblers
of
member
a
am
I
nately,
readers sing the praises of
that
Melanie
telling
your

with
you were "hurt," thus embar-

Anonymous, which

has been a life-

Daily Comics

:all

Gamblers Anonymous,and after
this hits print,five will getcha 10
that your membership will skyrocket.
Good luck. Please give me a
progress report in July of'92.

BLONDIE
ul-

/0-

.5,

THE WINO
WAS PIERCE
LAST NiGHT

WHEN I WAS YCvNG,THE
SNOWDRIFTS WERE MUCH ,
BIGGER

ANC OID YOU
SEE 'NE
SNOWORiFTS
11.06 WORN ING1.

WAS YOUR AGE,

MTH!NG wA$

EXCEPT ALLOWANCES,
O c.ouase

DIGGER

OF COURSE

DEAR ABBY: I recently became
aware that handicapped stalls in
women's restrooms have hooks for
hanging coats,bags,etci placed near
the top of the door. I fail to see how
these hooks can be utilized by anyone confined to a wheelchair.
I have observed this in Virginia,
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and
New York.
I don't know how widespread this
may be, but thought you might be
the proper one to address this oversight. By the way, I am not handicapped.
LYNNE KANNAN,

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN and HOBBES
LET'S ASK NE MIA BOARD
4101)-IER QUESTION

RICHMOND, VA.

O\A GREAT OUL1A BOARD,
WILL I. GRQ:i14 UP TO SC.
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DEAR LYNNE: Going public
with your observation may inspire the offenders to correct this
oversight. And it wouldn't hurt
to mention it to the management.
Thanks for a helpful suggestion.

ASK FOR
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BOARD!
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Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

,
0411
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Please provide
information on streptokinase, a blooddissolving medication used to prevent
heart attacks. I have an arrhythmia,
and it sounds as though this might be a

11‘
)

d•i

CATHY

good medication to be on.
DEAR READER: Streptococcus
bacteria manufacture an enzyme that
retards clotting, enabling the micro-

...SIX POUNDS...COME ON...
3UST SIX MORE POUNDS....

TOMORROW'?
OK...(1f0V/11)
I JUST CAN'T
MOVE TONIGHT.

TONIGHT ?... OH, IRVING, I'M
TOO TIRED.. I'M EXHAUSTED..
I CAN BARELY EVEN HOLD THE
PHONE... I COULDN'T EVEN
WALK TO THE FRONT DOOR...

organisms to invade tissue more easily. Scientists have succeeded in isolating this enzyme, streptokinase, and it

is now available for medical treatment of certain diseases, notably
acute coronary thrombosis (heart
attack).
Heart attacks are caused by blood

"Well, time for our weekly brain-stem-storming
session."

clots (thromboses) that

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Chinese
pagoda
4 Proverb
9 Ordinance
12 "— My
Children"
13 Flower part
14 Honest —
15 "— Willie
Winkle"
16 Hurried
17 Quarrel
18 Hints
20 Behold'
21 Lead symbol
23 Sea eagle
24 Waits on
28 High
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36 Strict
military
discIplinarians
39 Conducted
40 Rigorous
41 Chicago's 51.
43 Concerning
44 Iron symbol
45 Vessels
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58 Winter
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and death.
Traditional treatment for coronary

8 Spanish
article
9 Circuit
10 Arabian
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coronary artery becomes blocked, the
portion of muscle supplied by that artery dies. This causes pain, sweating,
heart irregularities, difficulty breathing, and — in severe cases — shock

PLAY
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TAGS
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4 Confirm
5 One
sustained by
another
6 Imitates
7 Wander
about
idly

55

become

wedged in the coronary arteries,
blood vessels supplying oxygen and
nutrients to cardiac muscle. Once the

11 Damp
17 "—. Wrong
Number''
19 French
article
20 The Lion
21 Tropical
trees
22 Talk
complainingly
24 Posted
25 Musical
Instrument
26 Ardent
27 Playground
feature
29 Young
salmon
31 Anger
33 Rigid
37 Frozen water
38 Writing
tablets
42 Army oft
45 Poison
46 Mop
47 Base
48 Be in debt
49 In addition
50 Buddy
52 Hasten
53 Poem
55 0-T linkup

•

thrombosis has been to protect the remaining, viable heart muscle from
further damage Doctors were unable
to salvage the affected muscle tissue.
With the advent of streptokinase,
physicians can now administer the enzyme intravenously, where it circulates to the blocked coronary artery
and dissolves the clot. If given soon
enough after the thrombosis has
formed (usually within four to six
hours), streptokinase may unblock the
artery and prevent cardiac damage.
In other words, it can reverse a heart
attack.
There is much enthusiasm for this
treatment, because it promises to
save many lives and reduce the severity (and complications) of coronary
thrombosis.
Again, timing is all-important; the
drug must be given before permanent
heart damage occurs. Streptokinase
is not given to prevent heart attacks;
it is used to treat a heart attack in
progress. The drug is not indicated for
the treatment of irregular pulse
(arrhythmia).
Although streptokinase is generally
a safe drug, it can — being a protein
— cause acute allergic reactions,
such as hives, asthma and shock.
Therefore, it should be administered
only by qualified personnel in settings, such as hospitals, where immediate emergency care is available to
treat a life-threatening allergy.
Because you seem interested in
ways to prevent heart disease. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health

Report "Eating Right for a Healthy
Heart"
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The Ohio
River Valley Water Sanitation
Commission wants $I million a
'.car from Washington to help
,'ordinate new programs to reduce
piillution in the 981-mile river.
Commission staffers said they
would brief the 27 members at a
rilLseting today on the agency's
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"We're very early in the process. It's hard to say how it'll come
out," he said.
The commission wants the legislation to establish a watershed
management program for the Ohio
River and to authorize the commission to coordinate efforts to find
and reduce pollution sources, Vicory said. The river is the drinking
water source for more than 3 million people.
Vicory said that previous federal
clean-water legislation has given
recognition and funding to
pollution -control efforts in the

efforts to lobby Congress to provide the money as part of a new
Clean Water Act bill. The commission represents eight Ohio Valley
states and the federal government.
"The commission feels it's
proper and timely to seek attention
to the problems of the Ohio Valley,” said Alan Vicory, the commission's executive director.
Congress is debating legislation
to extend the Clean Water Act.
Vicory said he is aware that other
agencies are competing for
pollution-control money under the
law.

Door falls from jet
12:30 p.m. Wednesday. During
takeoff, the door over the plane's
left front nosegear fell off. The
pilot returned to the gate by 1 p.m.,
Jones said.

HEBRON, Ky. (AP) — A Delta
Air Lines jet carrying 53 passengers on a flight from Cincinnati to
Lexington returned to the terminal
within 30 minutes Wednesday
when a landing gear door fell off
the jet. the airline said.
There were no injuries. Delta
spokesman Dorsey Jones said. The
flight, No. 419, was canceled. The
jet returned to the Cincinnati airport and passengers were transferred to other flights.
The Boeing 727 departed
Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky
International Airport on schedule at

"The door was left on the runway. That was confirmed by the
tower on a fly-by. As a result, the
aircraft returned to the gate."
Jones said.
The jet carried six crew members
along with the 53 passengers, he
said..
Jones said he did not know the
cause of the problem.
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MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

DOE to return
money to state

PADUCAH. Ky. (AP) — The
National Labor Relations Board
has dismissed charges that Lourdes
Hospital used unfair labor
practices.
The International Association of
Machinists and Aerospace Workers
filed the charges in November on
behalf of hospital employees who
are now on stnke.
Lourdes has replaced all but a
few of the 230 strikers, and contract talk% have broken down over
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1990 Pontiac
Grand Am

numbers
Lotto ticket matcwashes
split by two winners in
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — One
Lotto Kentucky ticket matched all
six numbers drawn for Wednesday's S28 million jackpot, the lottery said.
The numbers were 9, 15, 38, 43,
46 and 47.
The winning ticket was sold in
Fort Thomas, lottery officials said
.
Wednesday night. _
won by
largest
the
is
jackpot
The
a single ticket in the Lotto Kentucky game. A $42 million prize

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

Charges dismissed against Lourdes
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INSURANCE

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Department of Education will offer
to return to the state's general fund
$30 million it can avoid spending
this fiscal year, Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen said
Wednesday.
Accounting for most of the surplus were $17 million that had been
budgeted for summer schools and
nts.
of
those
replaceme
the fate
$9 million for preschool, Boysen
NLRB Regional Director Gerard said during a meeting of the State
Fleischut, in a letter to a union
Board for Elementary and Seconno
evidence
was
there
said
official,
dary Education.
Anticipating a lean state budget
to warrant union charges. The
union had accused Lourdes of inti- for the next two years, Boysen said
midating workers by threatening to
he wants the General Assembly's
replace them if they went on strike, top priority in education spending
refusing to provide the union with
to be a range of initiatives that
necessary information and not barwere crafted to bring about systemgaining in good faith.
ic changes in Kentucky schools.

HOG MARKET
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

and federsuch as iron/ mining what some states
Great Lakes basin and the Chesa- ces of pollution
attack the
to
doing
are
regulators
al
i
deposits — in geologic formation
peake Bay.
problem.
The commission, created in under the river.
The commission has authority to
"If we arc to make broad gener1948. and other water pollution
adopt and enforce wastewater discontrol agencies have focused al progress for improvements to
regulations. The Ohio Valcharge
efforts for years on requiring cities water quality in the Ohio River,
are usually the first-line
states
ley
and industries to improve removal then we have to turn our attention
authority to enforce the commisof pollutants from wastewater to agricultural runoff, mine runoff,
regulations. Member states
sion's
before discharging into waterways. the urban runoff," Vicory said.
Illinois, Indiana, KenOhio,
are
devise
to
The commission wants
The agencies now are turning
York, Pennsylvania,
New
tucky,
attention to other harder-to- a specific policy for dealing with
West Virginia.
and
Virginia
pinpoint sources include chemical sewer system overflows. It is exapollutant runoff from mines and
farmland, and municipal sewer system overflows when rain stornis
exceed sewer carrying capacities.
Vicory said the runoff and overLou V. McGary
flows account for about half of the
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
Ohio River's pollution. About 25
of the Deductibles?
percent of the pollution comes
from unidentified sources. The
remaining 25 percent is divided
among pollutant spills, wastewater
not pay.
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does
treatment plants and natural souron.
informati
more
for
me
Call
B.
Part
$652 on Part A: $100 on

November.
The lottery said 94 tickets
matched five of six numbers to win
$1,036. Four of six numbers were
picked on 5,715 tickets for a $47
prize.
The jackpot for Saturday's drawing will be $2 million.
vir
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Jan. 11th is
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JO-AN'S
on the square

9

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

8 Piece

$399
Regular or Hot N' Spicy

1 9
$2

Freshly Baked

Bread
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SAVE 300/
*INCLUDING NEW SPRING ARRIVALS*
Name Brand Ladies' and Children's Wear

Exquisite Form Bras & Girdles
Nursing Home Gowns & Robes
Sans Souci Lingerie • Jewelry
CLOTHING RACKS AND HANGERS FOR SALE
$INAI10

Ladies' and

Children's

Racks

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

16 oz. and.

Donuts

$199

2% or Skim
Delicious

Hot Dogs...3For

Milk

Pepsi
Fountain

Lays
Potato

Drink

12 oz.

Super
Saturday—
Super
Specials!
All Day
Long!!!
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Chips
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